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16 - BENELLI SHOTGUN
An Italian Benelli Model M3 Super 90 12 gauge shotgun.
This gun has 2 barrels supplied, a 19 1/2" cylinder bore
with a ghost ring sight fitted, & a 26" ribbed barrel with
5 chokes, also fitted with extended magazine tube. Metalwork has most original finish, excellent original synthetic stock, plus sling. Supplied with original 5 shot
magazine tube & spring. V.G.-Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

1 - 2 MILITARY BOOKS
Clandestine Warfare & Land Power. Both hard cover.
V.G.C.
2 - LEE ENFIELD BAYONET
A spike bayonet for the No.1V MK11
rifle with scabbard. V.G.C.

British military
5

3 - 45.70 BRASS
100 New primed 45.70 cal brass cases. Ex.C.

6
17 - BENELLI STOCK
A synthetic grip rear stock for a Benelli M3 Super 90 12
gauge shotgun. Does not include butt plate. Ex.C.

4 - TIN SIGNS
2 Tin bullet signs for U.S. company Speer. Coloured with
raised bullets, circa 1992. V.G.C. N.L.R.
5 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
A wooden bullet board for the U.S. company Speer.. Background image of U.S. pioneers Lewis & Clark. Plus 90
assorted projectiles, 53x28 cm. V.G.C. N.L.R.

18 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A Ruger Mini 14 20 round aluminium magazine retaining
most overall parkerised finish. V.G.C.
11
12

6 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD
An oval shaped imitation wood/plastic Sierra bullet board
featuring 84 assorted projectiles. Ex.C. N.L.R.

16

20 - BAYONET BOOK
The Bayonet - A history of knife & sword bayonets
1850-1970 by Carter & Waller. Medium format illustrated, hard cover 128 pages. V.G.C.

7 - U.S. HELMET
A U.S. military W.W.2. steel helmet with later era Korea/
Vietnam liner. V.G.C.
8 - GARAND POUCH ETC.
A re-isssue canvas W.W.2. type ammo pouch for the M1
Garand. 8 Cells, marked U.S.M.C, & a U.S. water bottle
cover. Ex.C.

21 - WALTHER PPK S/A PISTOL
A nice quality German PPK S/auto pistol. 3" Barrel, 32
caliber, metalwork retains nearly all its original bright
blue finish & marked Walther etc on L/H side of frame.
Excellent brown plastic grips, complete with original black
plastic box. V.G-Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

9 - WINCHESTER BOOK
Winchester 73 & 76 by Butler. Small format, hard
cover 95 pages. V.G.C.

22 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
P model S/auto pistol. 3 1/2" Barrel, metalwork retains
nearly all its original blue finish, marked Walther etc on
the slide. V.G.C. black plastic original grips. V.G.W.O.&
C. C.L.R.

10 - GAME GUNS & RIFLES BOOK
Covers British firearms from percussion to hammerless,
by Akehurst. Hard cover, 170 pages. V.G.C.
11 - SNIDER CARBINE
A British/N.Z. military Snider, 20 1/2" .577 cal barrel.
Action marked 1865 Enfield WD & N.Z. marked on the
bolt. The metalwork has traces of original finish. Good
original wood complete with sling. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

23 - COLT 1908 PISTOL
An interesting & unusual Colt Model 1908 .380 Auto
caliber pistol made for the Shanghai Municipal Police in
1930. 3 1/2" Barrel, the slide marked Colt etc. & has a
unique feature with a leaf spring installed to return the
barrel on dis-assembly. The frame marked Shanghai Municipal Police with number, also matching on slide and
barrel. Metalwork has most finish & Shanghai Police
grips. G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

21

12 - COMMERCIAL SNIDER
A retailed by Tisdall commercial .577 caliber Snider. 22"
Barrel with original sights, lock plate, action & trigger
guard are engraved. Metalwork has aged patina. Good
condition half stock original woodwork. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

22

13 - NO.111 RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military No.1 MK111 W.W.1. .303 caliber Lee Enfield rifle. rifle. 23" Barrel with original sights,
N.Z. military marked & dated 1917. Metalwork has
much original finish, G.C. original woodwork with some
minor bruising. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

24 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
A nice example of a Browning Model 1906 .35 Auto
caliber pocket pistol. 2” Barrel, slide marked FN Browning Patent etc. Metalwork has nearly all its original blue
finish. Excellent condition original hard rubber black plastic grips. Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

23

14 - PUMP ACTION 22 RIFLE
A Browning .22 cal pump action rifle. 21" Barrel with
original sights, the metalwork has most of its original
finish and overall dark patina. Good original stock.
G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
15 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
An early model U.S. made Ruger Mini 14 .223 S/auto
rifle. 18" Barrel with original sights, the metalwork has
most original
blue finish, fitted with original wooden
stock. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

19 - K98 BOOK
Backbone of the Wehrmacht by Law, large format with
black & white photos. This book is considered the bible
on the German K98 military rifle. Hard cover, 367 pages.
Ex.C.

25 - COLT 38 REVOLVER
A Royal Hong Kong Police service Colt Police Positive
Special D/action revolver. 4" Barrel in .38 S&W caliber,
the barrel marked Colt etc & the back strap marked
RHKPS & racking number. Metalwork retains nearly all
its finish, worn but V.G.C. original grips with lanyard
ring on the frame. G-V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

24

15

25

Items not to scale

26 - BREN MAGAZINES
2 20 Round magazines for the .303 caliber British military Bren M.G. V.G.C.
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40 - 9MM GARDEN GUN AMMO
A collectors packet of unopened Winchester 9mm Garden Gun ammo. Green & Orange packet of 50 rounds.
Ex.C. A.L.R.

27 - BREN BIPOD
An original bipod for a British military Bren MK11
LMG. V.G.C.
28 - BREN BARREL
A spare .303 caliber barrel for the British/N.Z. military
Bren LMG. In as new Ex.C.

41 - MINIATURE DAGGER
A W.W.2. German miniature/salesmans sample Luftwaffe
dagger, 20 cm overall length. Swaztika on the pommel,
pale ivory coloured cord wrapped handle. Luftwaffe eagle
on hilt, squirrel logo on the blade. Manufactured by
Eichorn Solingen. Ex.C.

29 - l4 MAGAZINE
A 20 Round magazine for the N.Z./British military L4A1
Bren in .308 caliber. Has nearly all its original finish &
marked L4A1. V.G.C.

42 - MINIATURE DAGGER
A German W.W.2. miniature/salesmans sample Nazi army
dagger 20cm overall. Nazi eagle on the hilt, blade marked
Alexanderwerthe plus trident in circle
logo. Complete
with scabbard. Ex.C.

30 - BREN SLING
A British military green webbing sling for the W.W.2.
Bren light machine gun dated 1949. Ex.C.
31 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
A Swedish military 6.5x55 caliber Mauser bolt action
rifle. 30" Barrel with original sights, metalwork has most
original finish with some scratches on the barrel. The
magazine marked Carl Gustaf etc & dated 1911. G.C.
woodwork with some dings & scratches. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

43 - MINIATURE NAVAL DAGGER
A Weimer republic period miniature/salesmans sample
naval dagger. 26CM overall length, eagle on the pommel
and naval logo on the hilt. No scabbard. V.G.C.

32 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
Russian Mossin Nagant M44 7x54r cal rifle. 29" barrel
fitted with original sights. Metal work retains near all
original finish, dated 1952. Fitted with correct sniper
scope. Very good original wood stock. V.G.W.O.&C. A.L.R

31

33 - HENRY BIG BOY RIFLE
A U.S. Henry Repeating Arms Company Big Boy lever action
rifle. 19" .45 Colt octagonal barrel with original adjustable
sight and retains all its original bright blue finish. Solid brass
action and butt plate, excellent condition walnut stock. This
is in near new Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

33

32

45 - IRON CROSS BOOK
A limited edition 62 page booklet on the history of the
1813, 1870 & 1914 Iron Crosses in all the grades. Plus
the 1939 & Knights cross etc. Ex.C.

34

46 - NAZI NAVAL BADGE
7Th grade for the “K” group. This award was for frogmen, midget submarine and one man torpedoman under
the command of Admiral Heye 10th November 1944.
Very rare and desirable badge. Ex.C.

34 - BRNO RIFLE
A nice quality Czech Brno Model ZKK 600 bolt action
sporting rifle. 24" 7x64 caliber barrel with open sights.
The receiver fitted with factory scope mount & Austrian
Jena scope, aproximately 4 power. Metalwork has most
original finish, thinning slightly in a couple of parts,
also has original set trigger. V.G.C. chequered woodwork
and complete with sling swivels. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

47 - NAZI BADGE
A W.W.2. Nazi airgunners badge with flying eagle, swaztika
& reef design. marked JMME. Ex.C.

50

48 - GERMAN BADGE
A W.W.1. German wound badge featuring a helmet on
reef with crossed swords. V..G.C.

35 - PARKER HALE RIFLE
An English Parker Hale Safari Deluxe bolt action sporting rifle. 22" .308 Caliber barrel with open sights and
marked with makers name etc. The Mauser action marked
Safari Deluxe, the metalwork has most original finish
that is thinning on the trigger guard and floor plate etc.
V.G.C. original Monte Carlo wood stock. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
36 - 7x54R AMMO
Aproximately 80 rounds of Russian military surplus
7.62x54R FMJ ammo. V.G.C. A.L.R.

44 - NAZI MEDAL BOOKS
A 2 volume set of books: Orders, Decorations, Medals &
Badges of the 3rd Reich Vol. 1 & 2 by Littlejohn & Col.
Dalkins. Both hard cover, small format, black and white
photos, 420 pages. Excellent reference work. Now out
of print. V.G.C.

49 - SS BADGES
6 Different SS uniform lapel badges, 1 marked, 1 with
skull & cross bone, another the same but with number 1
beneath, 1 marked S.S. 1 with 1 star , 1 with 2 stars & the
last with 3 stars & 2 stripes. V.G.C.
35

50 - ARGENTINIAN 1911 PISTOL
An Argentinian military Model 1927 pistol. 5" .45ACP cal
barrel with fixed sights, metalwork has most original finish.
V.G.C. black chequered original grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

51

37 - 9MM AMMO
A packet of British military W.W.2. period 9mm ammo
Brown cardboard packet marked 64 cartridges 9mm
Parabellum head stamp WRA. For use with the Sten
SMG. A.L.R.

51 - BALLISTA MOLINA PISTOL
An Argentinian military copy of the Colt 1911 pistol. 5" .45
ACP caliber barrel with fixed sights. The slide marked with
makers name etc. Metalwork retains most original finish allover, thinning in parts. The original grips are worn but in
good condition. This model is similar to the 1911 but without
the grip safety. G-V.G.W.O.& C. B /C.L.R.

38 - 44.40 AMMO
A collectors old packet of Western brand 44.40 ammo.
Blue & yellow packet. G.C. A.L.R.

* NEW VENUE - We have moved back to the
Airport Centra Hotel (formerly the travel
lodge) Located opposite the previous venue.

39 - 401 CAL AMMO
An unopened packet of 20 rounds of collectors Winchester 401 cal ammo. Orange packet. A.L.R.
41

42

43
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62 - FN FALRIFLE
A scarce Belgium FN Fal paratroopers model S/auto assault
rifle. 17" Barrel including flash hider in .308 caliber. Marked
FN and address on R/H side and FAL 7.62 on L/H side. Metalwork has nearly all its original finish, thinning slightly on its
correct original folding metal stock. Has correct black synthetic forend & pistol grip, fitted with 20 round magazine. V.GEx.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

52 -ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
A W.W.1. Imperial German artillery Luger pistol. 7" 9MM
caliber barrel with original adjustable sights. Toggle marked
DWM & dated 1917 on the ring. The metalwork retains most
original blue finish allover, plus some straw colours still
present. V.G.C. original chequered grips Complete with the
correct black leather holster and wooden board stock. All
major numbers match except magazine and shoulder which
are correct type. All complete except missing the leather straps
that attatch the stock to the holster, plus stripping tool.
V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

52
62

53 - WALTHER PPK
A German Walther model PPK in .32 auto caliber. 3"
Barrel, the slide marked Walther etc. The metalwork has
pitting on both sides of the frame, the end of barrel and
trigger guard. Excellent condition brown plastic grips,
other than the rust pitting the gun is in V.G. mechanical
condition. F-G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

63 - NORINCO AK47 RIFLE
A Chinesse Norinco type 56S S/auto AK47 rifle. 16"
Barrel with flash hider & bayonet lug in 7.62x39 caliber.
Receiver marked Norinco 56S and has nearly all its original finish. V.G.C. original wood stock, complete with
sling & 30 round magazine. V.G.W.O.& C. E.L.R.
64 - FRANCHI .22 RIFLE
A rare & unusual Italian Franchi take down 22LR S/auto
rifle. 18" Blued barrel with original adjustable sights
marked Franchi etc. The receiver has a dimpled black
finish and wooden pistol grip tube magazine located in
the Sten gun tube butt stock. The metalwork has most
original finish. This gun has the unusual serial number
0001. Complete with original green canvas hard case.
V.G.W.O.& C. E.L.R.

53

54 - SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
A scarce 2nd Model German Artillery Luger 32 round
snail drum magazine. Metalwork has most original finish
with some rust marks. The pin at the base of the magazine is a replacement otherwise G.C.
54
55 - U.S. SHOULDER HOLSTER
A reproduction of the W.W.2. brown leather shoulder
holster for the 1911 .45ACP pistol. Ex.C.
56 - SPEER BULLET BOARD
A wooden framed bullet board containing aproximately
100 mainly rilfe, some handgun projectiles. Has a flintlock rifle and gunsmith image and commemorating the
U.S. bi-centenial, 55cm wide 29cm high. V.G.C.
57 - LAPUA CARTRIDGE BOARD
A nice quality cartridge board for Finish ammunition
company Lapua. Black background with red and silver
logo. 29 Assorted pistol and rifle inert rounds. 62cm x
44cm. Ex.C.

63

66 - AK47 BAYONET
A Chinese made bayonet for the AK47/Type 56S rifle. 6"
Saw back blade with wire cutter. Red plastic handle and
black metal scabbard. Ex.C.

65

67 - AK 47 MAGAZINE
A scarce 40 round magazine for the AK47/56S 7.62x39
assault rifle. Chinese made with all its original finish.
Ex.C.

58 - CCI BULLET BOARD
A wooden framed bullet board for U.S. manufacturer CCI
circa 1985. Contains 53 assorted inert handgun & .22
rimfire ammo. Red logo and tan background. 60cm wide,
35cm high. Ex.C.

68 - AK47 FURNITURE
A complete set of woodwork for a Chinese AK47 type
56S assault rifle. Includes rear stock. Pistol grip with
screw, plus the 2 fore wood pieces. V.G.C.

59 - AMMO SALESMANS SAMPLE
For the French ammunition company Gevelot, red &
gold cardboard box containing 5 inert 12 gauge shells.
V.G.C.

69 - AR15 STOCK
A collapsable stock for the Colt AR15/M16 rifle. Includes spring & bolt. As new. Ex.C.

60 - GLASER AMMO SAMPLES
2 Packets of sample inert Glaser safety ammunition. 1
Contains 6 different handgun rounds, the other 4 handgun/carbine rounds, plus 2 rifle, in vertical display clam
pouches. V.G.C.
61 - M1 CARBINE
A U.S. military .30 caliber M1 carbine. 18" Barrel with
original foresight & bayonet lug. The receiver marked
U.S. Carbine Cal.30M1. The rear marked Rockola and
fitted with adjustable sight.Metalwork has most thinning
original finish. V.G.C. original matching numbered woodwork. Fitted with cut down 7 round magazine.V.G.W.O.&
C. E.L.R.

65 - De LISLE CARBINE
A modern reproduction of the British military W.W.2.
Commando Le Lisle carbine, based on the Lee Enfield
No.111 action converted to 45 ACP. 15" Barrel with full
over barrel supressor, metalwork has black paint finish
thinning on the supressor. The receiver fitted with 22
type rail, magazine modified with 1911 magazine inserted into it. Fitted with black synthetic after market
stock. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

64

57

70 - AR15 REPAIR KIT
An AR15 field repair kit put out by U.S. gun parts supplier Brownells. Included are a DPMS pin repair kit containing firing pin, plus other springs & small parts. Also
a bag containing main spring, screws & small springs. In
original bag and as new. Ex.C.
71 - LEATHERWOOD SCOPE
3-9 Variable power computer scope with built in bullet
drop compensator that operates from less than 200
meters to 600 meters. Includes Weaver mags and base,
and instructions. As new C.
72 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
A 30 Round magazine for the U.S. Military .30 caliber
M1 Carbine with traces of original finish. Some rust pitting spots otherwise G.C.

58

73 - CZ75 PISTOL
A Czech CZ75 9mm S/auto pistol. 4 1/2" Barrel with fixed sights.
Metalwork marked with makers name and has near all its
original finish. Excellent original black plastic grips and has
spare magazine.Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
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82 - MIROKU L/ACTION RIFLE
A Japanese Miroku made lever action 22LR rifle. 19 1/2"
Barrel with full length magazine tube. The metalwork
retains most original finish thinning in parts, particuarly
around the receiver with some slight pin marks. The
gloss lacquered walnut stock has several dings and
scratches but in good conditon. The receiver has been
fitted with 4 power Nikko Stirling scople. This gun is
exactly the same as a Browning BLR but released under
their own name. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

73

74 - LLAMA PISTOL
A good quality Spanish Llama double stack 1911 type .45
caliber S/auto pistol. 5" Barrel with fixed sights on the
slide which is marked makers name & cal.45 and 1x-c.
Metalwork has nearly all its original finish thinning in a
couple of spots. The double stack frame fitted with high
capacity magazine and V.G. condition rubber grips.
V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

74

83 - BRITISH OFFICERS SWORD
A British pattern 1822/54 Infantry officers sword manufactured by Ranken & Co. 27 1/2" Etched blade without
chips, the brass hilt is gothic style with Victorian Royal
cypher. V.G.C. wire bound shagreen grip and complete
with steel scabbard with brown metal patina. V.G.C.

83

75 - S&W MODEL 10 REVOLVER
A U.S. S&W Model 10 5 shot snub nosed revolver. 1 3/4"
.38 Special caliber barrel with fixed front sight and
grooved at the rear of the frame. The metalwork has
most original finish, thining in parts. Worn but good
condition original grips. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

75

84 - BAVARIAN SWORD
An Imperial Bavarian infantry officers sword. 33" Nickel
plated blade marked CE for Carl Eickhorn, etched both
sides with Bavarian motto “In True Fest”. The blade is in
V.G. condition with nearly all plating in tact and only a
couple of very small chips. Brass single knuckle bow,
wire wound bakerlite grip & black painted scabbard. V.G.C.

76
76 - S&W REVOLVER
A Smith & Wesson Model 1905 .38S&W caliber 6 shot
D/action revolver. 6" Barrel marked Smith & Wesson
plus caliber.. The metalwork retains most original finish
with quite a few scratches below cylinder latch. V.G.C
original grips without logo. G-V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
77 - S&W .22 PISTOL
A U.S. Smith & Wesson Model 422 S/uto .22LR pistol. 4
1/2" Barrel with adjustable sights on the slide. The alloy
frame and steel slide have most original finish. V.G.C.
original wooden grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

84

77

78

78 - MARLIN MODEL 1889 RIFLE
A U.S. model 1889 lever action rifle in 38.40 caliber.
24" Octagonal barrel with full length magazine tube,
original sights plus marked Marlin & patent dates. The
top of the receiver marked Marlin Safety. The metalwork has dark grey to brown patina with some traces of
original finish. V.G.C. original woodwork with some dings.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

86 - PATTERN 1821 SWORD
A British military pattern 1821 officers sword. 32" Etched
blade with Edward V11 cypher, good wire bound shagreen
grip with 3 band knuckle bow. Complete with leather
scabbard and steel shoe. V.G.C.

85

79
87 - SMALL SWORD
A German brass hilt small sword. 31" Ellipcal rapier type
blade with orb & cross mark along both fullers. Gold
gilded brass shell guards with classical heads on upper &
lower guards. Single rectangular brass knuckle bow, original wood core grip with copper wire binding. No scabbard, circa 1720. V.G.C.

79 - WINCHESTER MODEL 92
A Winchester Model 92 lever action carbine. 19" Round
barrel in .32 WCF caliber with original sights and half
length magazine tube. The barrel marked Winchester as
well as the tang which is also marked 92. The metalwork
has dark aged patina with thinning original blue allover,
receiver fitted with saddle ring. Good condition woodwork with some dings. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

88

80 - MARLIN L/A RIFLE
A U.S. Marlin Model 336 LTS lever action rifle. 16"
Barrel in 30.30 caliber with full length magazine tube and
original sights. The metalwork has nearly all its original
blue with several scratches. Very good original woodwork. V.G.W.O.& C.
A. L.R.

88 - ENGLISH SMALL SWORD
An English small sword by unknown maker. 32" Triangular blade decorated with foliage and flying pheasant with
traces of original blue and gilt. Silver wire steel grip and
steel beaded pommel. Single steel knuckle bow also decorated and steel disc shaped guard. Circa 1780. Some pitting on the blade otherwise V.G.C.
89 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL
A nice flintlock muff pistol by Ryan & Watson of London, circa 1800. 2 1/2" 37 Bore turn off barrel with
London proofs underneath. The boxlock action marked
with Ryan & Watson with stand of flags in the background. Marked London on the R/H side with flowers.
The boxlock flintlock action has folding trigger and tang
safety. Metalwork has dark original patina with original
finish on parts of the gun. V.G.C. slab sided walnut grips
with silver escutcheon & with initials “IF” V.G.W.O.&
C. N.L.R.

81 - MARLIN .22 RIFLE
A U.S. Marlin Model 39 .22LR caliber lever action rifle.
23" Octagonal barrel with original sights and full length
magazine tube. The metalwork retains most original
blue finish with some slight pin pricking marks. V.G.C.
original walnut semi pistol grip stock. G-V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

80
82
81

87
89
86

85 - PATTERN 1895 SWORD
A British military Pattern 1895 officers sword. 32" Blade
with British ordnance marks and some tarnishing. Steel
hilt with royal crown. Wire bound shagreen grip. G.C.

90

90 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
An English Webley 80 bore percussion transitional revolver. 5" Octagonal barrel, 6 shot cylinder with D/
action trigger, scroll engraved on the action, backstrap
and triggerguard. Birmingham proof on barrel. Metalwork has grey patina with some pitting in parts, mainly
trigger guard & bolt. Good original chequered grips.
G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

91 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
A 6 shot 7mm caliber pinfire revolver. D/action mechanism with folding trigger which works well. The metal
work has traces of original blue finish, mostly grey patina overall. V.G.C. original wood grips with screw in
ejector rod in the butt of the revolver. V.G.W.O.& C.
N.L.R.

91

99

96 - CASED DUELLING PISTOLS
A cased pair of flintlock duelling pistols by Irish maker
McDermott of Dublin circa 1790. 10 1/2" Octagonal
barrels in aproximately 16 bore/.67 caliber. Gold rectangular plaque type escutcheon behind the rear sights
marked McDermott Dublin plus gold band and gold touch
hole. The lockplates are borderline engraved and faintly
marked McDermott, roller type frizzens, one of the cocks
is a replacement. The metalwork has grey to brown patina with very little finish. The woodwork is chequered
on the butts, silver cross bolt escutcheon plus silver forend
tips. The steel furniture has faint traces of engraving plus
pineapple finials.The woodwork has some dings and
scratches, the ramrods are reproductions. The case is a
modern made reproduction with green baize lining, containing: flask, mould, rods & oil bottle. With some minor
restoration these could be a very nice set. G.W.O.& C.

99 - FIOCHI SAMPLE BOX
An Italian Fiochi shotgun cartridge sales/man sample box.
Green snakeskin cardboard lid and base containing 32
different 12 gauge shotgun cases, 36cm wide and 27cm
high. V.G.C.
100 - SIERA BULLET PRINT
A printed bullet board 47cm wide by 64cm high picturing their range of rifle and pistol projectiles. V.G.C.

93
103

94 - PERCUSSION FOWLER
A D/B aproximately 12 bore percussion fowler. 30" Barrels with Birmingham proof marks & marked W.H.Tisdall
Birmingham as is marked on the borderline & slightly
scroll engraved lock plates. The steel furniture has some
scroll foliage engraving. The metalwork has grey to
brown overall patina with slight traces of original finish.
The original chequered woodwork is in good condition
with some dings etc. and has a silver escutcheon and steel
butt plate. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
95 - RIGBY PERCUSSION FOWLER
A nice quality W&J Rigby & Co. percussion cased fowling piece. 32" Octagonal aproximately 10 bore caliber
smooth bore damascus twist barrel. Silver bead foresight
and 3 leaf rear sight, marked W.& J. Rigby Dublin and
twin platinum bands. The lock plate also marked Rigby
and foliage engraved allover as well as the cock. The
steel furniture is also foliage engraved around the trigger
guard extending into vase and pineapple type finial.
Rear of the triggerguard is a speer shaped finial also fully
engraved. The metalwork has grey patina with slight
traces of original blue. The walnut stock with engraved
steel cross pin escutcehon & ramrod guide are borderline
engraved. The patch door is engraved with Deer scene
and foliage spirals. The case is a nicely done modern
reproduction with red baize lining and includes: ramrod,
cleaning rod, nipple key, flask, mould and an oil bottle.
V.G.W.O.& C.

98 - WOODLEIGH BULLET BOARD
A bullet board for the Australian projectile company
Woodleigh. Marked Premium Bullets for big game, 3rd
edition. Aproximately 65 projectiles from 700 nitro
1000 grain downwards. Features 2 hunting images of
water buffalo. V.G.C.

97

92 - PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL
An English boxlock percussion muff pistol by Cook. 2"
.45 Caliber turn off barrel with Birmingham proof below
the chamber. Foliage engraved on both sides, marked
Cook on L/H side and Bath on R/H side. The metalwork
has dark patina, shows bruising and some pitting. The
slab grip with silver escutcheon & small repairs. G.W.O.&
C. N.L.R.
93 - ROOK RIFLE
A .22 RF caliber Rook rifle by un-named maker but has
German proof mark. 27 1/2" Part round part octagonal
barrel with original sights. Metalwork has most overall
blue and case colours on the action with some pin prick
marks. Good original chequered wood stock. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
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97 - NOSLER BULLET BOARD
A wooden framed bullet board for U.S. projectiles
manufactuer Nosler. Green background with Elk scene
plus Nosler trophy grade bullets in gold, has 57 projectiles in a circle, 32cm wide, 56cm high. Ex.C.

101 - UMC BULLET BOARD
A modern reprint of a circa 1900 Union Metalic Cartridge Company bullet board. Photographic print
mounted on solid wood with UMC logo and Elk scene
in a diamond surrounded by images of rimfire and centre
fire pistol and rifle bullets. Ex.C.

104

102 - BROWNING M1910 S/A PISTOL
A Browning Model 1910 .32 caliber S/auto pistol. 3 1/2"
barrel, the slide marked FN etc.The metalwork has nearly
all its original finish. Excellent original hard rubber grips.
Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
105
103 - BROWNING VEST PISTOL
A Browning Model 1906 .25 caliber S/auto pistol. 2"
Barrel, the slide marked FN etc. The metalwork has nearly
all its original finish. Excellent hard rubber grips.
Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

95

104 - SWEDISH PISTOL
A Swedish military Model 1907 9mmL S/auto pistol. 5"
Barrel, the slide marked Husquvarna etc. The metalwork
has near all its original scarce high polish finish. Excellent original Crown marked grips. Ex.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

94

105 - ORTGIES PISTOL
A German Ortgies patent Model 1921 .32 auto caliber S/
auto pistol. 3 1/2" Barrel with fixed sights on the slide
which is marked Erfurt. The metalwork retains nearly all
its original finish and features Ortgies grip safety. V.G.C.
original wooden grips. V.G-Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
106 - TOKAREV PISTOL
A Soviet Tokarev TT33 military S/auto pistol. 4 1/4"
7.62 Caliber barrel, dated 1940 & marked with Soviet
star, numbers appear matching. The metalwork has been
military refinished but has near all its original finish.
Excellent original black plastic grips, and with spare
magazine. V.G.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

96
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107 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
A high quality latest model Italian Beretta Model A391
Xtrema 12 gauge shotgun. 8" Vent rib barrel with improved cylinder interchangable choke, 3-5" chamber
model. Metalwork retains nearly all its original finish
except several dings on the action. Excellent original
synthtetic stock with rubber inlays. V.G-Ex.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

117 - PPSH CLEANING KIT
A cleaning rod, brass oil bottle and green canvas bag, to
suit a Russian PPSH S.M.G. V.G.C.
107
108
109

108 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN
A U.S. Remington Model 1100 .20 gauge S/auto shotgun.
27" Barrel with multi choke and ventilated rib,
plus
2
3/4
chamber.The metalwork has most
O
original bright blue finish. G.C. original stock with small
repair to the butt. Also has 2 spare chokes. G-V.G.W.o.&
C. A.L.R
109 - BROWNING SHOTGUN
A nice quality Japanese made Browning Model BPS 12
gauge pump action shotgun. 28" Vent rib fitted with cylinder bore removable choke. The chamber will take both
2 3/4" and 3" shells. The gloss blued metalwork is in
excellent condition and is engraved both sides of the
action with bird scenes and foliage . Good condition
walnut stock with a little finger nail ding on the L/H side
and a few scratches otherwise V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

119 - PATTERN 1907 BAYONET
A N.Z. military pattern 1907 bayonet for the .303 cal
Lee Enfield rifle. Marked N.Z. on the hilt, blade marked
Wilkinson and with thinning original blue finish. Good
wooden handles, brown leather scabbard with later
model green canvas frog. V.G.C.
120 - SAM BROWN BELT
A British military pre W.W.1. Sam Brown belt with stitching pattern and complete with frog. Marked B.E.Lidall
and with brass buckles. V .G.-Ex.C.

110
112

110 - H&R SHOTGUN
A U.S. Harrington & Richardson Partner model 12 gauge
S/shot shotgun. 24" Barrel with 1/4 choke & rifle sights.
Metalwork has nearly all its original blue and case coloured
action. Ex.C. original woodwork. Ex.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

123

111 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
A U.S. Ruger model 10/22 S/auto .22LR rifle. 18" Blued
barrel with original sights, the receiver fitted with 4 power
scope. The metalwork has most original finish, thinning
slightly all over. Good condition original wood stock
fitted with sling swivels. Also inludes 10 round rotary
magazine. A.L.R.

114 - K98 CLEANING KIT ETC.
A W.W.2. German K98 metal cleaning kit. The tin is
marked G.Appd and Waffer Ampd. Includes oil bottle
chain, brush and stripping tool plus a Nazi marked
steel muzzle protector and a rubber muzzle protector.
V.G.C.
115 - GARAND POUCH
A scarce U.S. military original W.W.2. 10 cell ammo
pouch and webbing belt for the M1 Garand 30.06 caliber
rifle. Khaki and dated 1944. V.G.C.
116 - THOMPSON CLEANING KIT
U.S. military cleaning kit for a Thompson M1 A1 SMG.
Includes green bag, rod brush bottle etc. plus spare recoil
spring. V.G.C.

121 - PATTERN 1853 3 BAND RIFLE
A British military pattern 1853 .577 caliber percussion 3
band rifle. 39" Barrel ordnance marked, the lock Crown
VR Tower and dated 1855. Metalwork with original dark
patina overall, some small patches of light rust. V.G.
original woodwork with excellent patina and only minor dings. All brass furniture, the butt tang marked 32
Regiment and has issue No. Complete with the original
ramrod. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
122 - 3 BAND SNIDER RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military 3 band .577 caliber Snider rifle.
36" Ordnance marked barrel, MK11 breech, the lock
marked Crown VR Enfield & dated 1864, brass furniture.
The metalwork with dark original patina, the butt tang
marked N.Z. with issue No. Excellent untouched woodwork with clear Enfield mark. Complete with original
brown leather sling and clearing rod. This type were
made from left over parts from the Pattern 1853 &
seldom available. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

112 - MAUSER 22 RIFLE
A German Mauser Model 105 22LR caliber S/auto rifle.
21 1/2" Barrel threaded for supressor with open sights.
The open bolt type receiver grooved for telescopic
sight. Metalwork has nearly all its original blue finish.
Excellent original wood stock and 5 shot magazine.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
113 - MAUSER AMMO POUCHES
A German W.W.1. M98 Mauser set of 2 ammo pouches
dated 1915 and marked with makers name. Also a brown
leather belt & Y strap. G.C.

118 - L1A1 BAYONET
A British/N.Z. military bayonet for the L1A1 “SLR”
rifle. 8" Blade retaining most original finish. The metal
handles and scabbard have some minor rust speckling
but retains nearly all its original finish. Includes original
green webbing frog. G-V.G.C.

123 - LONG TOM RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military Lee Enfield .303 caliber Long
Tom bolt action rifle. 30" Barrel with original sights,
the barrel broad arrow marked plus N.Z. & DP. Receiver
wrist marked BSA 1895 11. The metalwork retains most
original thinning finish includes magazine cuttoff. Good
condition woodwork with some dings and scratches, plus
brass butt plate also N.Z. marked and original swivels.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

121
122
124

124 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
A W.W.1. period British military Lee Enfield No.111*
.303 caliber rifle. 25" Barrel with original sights marked
GR 1917 SHT LE 111*. Metalwork has thinning original
finish with some minor pitting. Woodwork is complete
with some bruising and scratches. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
125 - 303 SPORTING RIFLE
A sporterised Lee Enfield 303 caliber No.1* military
rifle. 25" Barrel with original sights, metalwork retains
most original finish, dated 1908. Woodwork has been
shortened otherwise G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

* Esimates - Although we don’t print estimate
prices we will be happy to provide them to you.
Please contact Greg on (09) 579 -3771
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136 - PISTOL BOOK
The W.H.B.Smith classic book of Pistols and Revolvers.
An excellent reference book covering history, development, assembly, calibers and more. Black and white
photos, small format, hardcover 816 pages. V.G.C.

126 - TANFOGLIO PISTOL SET
A good quality Italian Tanfoglio 10mm pistol with .22LR
conversion kit included. 4 1/2" Barrel in 10mm, the slide
fitted with fixed sights. The metalwork has nearly all its
original blue, original rubber grips and double stack high
capacity magazine. Also includes the original box and 3
spare magazines. Plus a complete conversion kit to .22LR
caliber. This kit includes a slide with adjustable sights and
5" barrel, plus a .22LR magazine. With the gun is also a
second 5 1/4" barrel in 10mm threaded and fitted with
a compensator, plus a guide rod & spring. Ex.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.
127 - THOMPSON CONTENDER PISTOL
A high quality U.S. Thompson/Centre Arms Contender
model S/shot pistol. 14" Bull barrel in 30.30 caliber with
adjustable sights. Metalwork is in excellent condition and
retains nearly all its original blue finish. Excellent original wood grips. Complete with original box, as new.
Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

138 - BLUEING BOOK
Firearms Blueing & Browning by Angier. An excellent
guide on how to blue or brown guns, small format and
hard cover, brand new. Ex.C.
128
127

128 - GLOCK PISTOL
An Austrian Glock Model 23 .40 S&W caliber pistol.
4" Barrel with fixed sights on slide, latest Generation
Austrian made. Retains nearly all its original finish,
thinning slightly on the leading edges Polymer frame
with finger grooves. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
129 - WALTHER P22 PISTOL
A German Walther Model P22 .22LR caliber S/auto
pistol. 5" Barrel with adjustable sights. Steel slide and
polymer frame with replacable back straps and retains
near all its original finish. Complete with original box
and spare magazine plus silencer adapter. Ex.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.
130 - HIGH STANDARD PISTOL
A U.S. high standard model Olympic 22 short caliber S/
auto pistol. 5 1/4" Barrel plus 1 1/2" muzzle break, also
has adjustable barrel weight underneath. Slide fitted with
adjustable rear sight, metalwork has nearly all its original
finish, thinning on leading edges. V.G.C. original wood
grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

137 - GATLING GUN BOOK
The Gatling Gun by Waht & Toppel. Covers development and use of this famous gun, large format, black and
white photos, hard cover, circa 1965, 167 pages. G.C.

126

129

140 - SWISS LUGER PISTOL
A Swiss Model 06/29 Luger pistol, 4 1/4" Barrel in 7.63mm
caliber with acceptance mark underneath. The toggle
marked with Swiss shield, the gun is also marked with
Swiss inspection marks. All major serial numbers match,
also marked with private sale date of 1955. The gun is
fitted with correct Swiss grip safety. Metalwork has nearly
all its original blue finish. Manufactured by Bern factory
in 1943. Excellent original Swiss marked dark brown
plastic grips. Has correct magazine and spare magazine.
Hard to find a better example. Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

130

139

141 - LUGER CARBINE
A working reproduction of a German Luger Commercial
carbine. This gun has been made from a W.W.2. S/42
Mauser pistol with the barrel replaced with an
11" carbine type with correct rear sight and well made
forend without chequering. Metalwork features a paint
type finish on the barrel and most original finish on the
action. Very good original grips and modern reproduction rear stock. An interesting and unusual firearm as
the originals are in excess of $20,000 and this can be
purchased for a fraction of that. G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

140

131 - P22 BARREL
A compact 3 1/2" barrel for the Walther P22 .22LR
pistol. Includes metal sleeve. V.G.C.
132 - BERETTA 92 BARREL
A barrel for the 9mm Beretta 92 with extension and
muzzle break fitted. Retains most original blue and
appears unused. Ex.C.

142 - ARTILLERY LUGER
A W.W.1. German Artillery Luger pistol. 7" 9mm Caliber
barrel with correct rear sight. DWM marked and dated
1917. Metalwork has no original finish, some numbers
mismatched. Good condition original wood grips.
G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

142
141

133 - BRITISH AIRBORNE BOOK
For King And Country British Airborne Uniforms and
Insignia & Equipment of W.W.2. by Glenn. Profusely
illustrated and an excellent reference work. Hard cover
and dust jacket. 190 pages. Ex.C.

143 - ROTH STEYR PISTOL
A Model 1907 8mm cal S/auto Roth Steyr pistol. Has
Waffenfabrik Steyr marked on top of the barrel, the
metalwork retains nearly all its original blue. Excellent
original serated wooden grips. Complete with original
brown leather holster with pouch for stripper clips. The
holster is carved in back with most likely original owners
name and address. A very rare pistol. Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

134 - GERONIMO U.S. PARA BOOK
Geronimo U.S. Airbone Uniforms & Equipment W.W.2.
by Rentz. Profusely illustrated an excellent reference
work. Hard cover and dust jacket. 190 pages. Ex.C.
135 - GERMAN PARA BOOK
German Paratroops by Kurtz. Excellent reference work
and profusely illustrated. Hard cover and dust jacket. 197
pages. Ex.C.

139 - LUGER PISTOL
a W.W.1. Imperial German Luger P08 9mm pistol. 4"
Barrel with original sights, the ring dated 1916 and the
toggle marked DWM. The external serial numbers match
except the side plate and magazine which is the correct
type. Metalwork has most original finish, thinning on
the side plate and a couple of other spots. V.G.C. original
wood grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

143

144

144 - MAUSER PISTOL
A good quality post war German Mauser model HSC S/
auto pistol. 3" Barrel, the slide fitted with fixed sights,
marked Mauser with banner logo plus Obendorf address.
Metalwork has nearly all its original blue finish.
V.G.C.original wooden grips. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

145 - ORTGIES .25 CALIBER PISTOL
A German Ortgies model 1920 .25 caliber S/auto pistol. 2
3/4" Barrel with fixed sights on the slide which is marked
Erfurt & features their own unusual type of grip safety.
The metalwork has nearly all its original finish. V.G.C.
original wooden grips. V.G-Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
146 - LUGER MAGAZINE
A new Luger magazine with silver metal finish and with
plastic base with concentric rings. Ex.C.
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156 - SMITH & WESSON RIFLE
A U.S. S&W Model 1500 bolt action rifle. 22" Blued
barrel and action in 30.06 caliber. The barrel is without
sights, but fitted with Weaver bases on the receiver and
marked S&W made in Japan (most likely by Howa/Miroku.
The metalwork has most original blue finish, very good
original walnut Monte Carlo stock. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

145
153
155
156

147 - LUGER TOGGLE
A Luger P08 toggle marked DWM serial #06 matching
on all parts. Most original finish with some slight speckling. V.G.C.
148 - LUGER FIRING PIN
A complete Luger firing pin assembly with pin spring
and retainer. Ex.C.

158 - BSA SPORTING RIFLE
An English BSA Mauser action sporting rifle. 25" .303
Caliber barrel with open sights. The Mauser type receiver marked BSA and fitted with Parker Hale bases.
Metalwork has most original finish. V.G.C. original wood
chequered stock. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

149 - LUGER BARREL
A 4" Luger pistol barrel retaining blued finish. G.C.
150 - LUGER PARTS
A bag containing the following hard to get Luger parts:
trigger, ejector, mainspring & mag release button. V.G.C.
151 - LUGER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
A scarce small German language instruction manual for
the Luger pistol by DWM. Printing is slightly smudged
on some pages from the original printing process. Cover
has slight scuffing otherwise G.C.

159 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD
A circa 1977 U.S. Hornady Company bullet board,
aproximately 120 different projectiles. The board is a
shield shape and relief carved with logo and twin ridles.
Aproximately 55cm wide x 40 cm high. Ex.C.
154

152 - LUGER OIL BOTTLE & ROD
A small oil bottle as used in Luger presentation cases (see
Keagans book). Some small dings & loss of nickel finish.
Plus a later model Mauser Luger cleaning rod. V.G.C.

157

155 - BSA SPORTING RIFLE
An English B.S.A. bolt action sporting rifle. 21" 30.06
Caliber blued barrel and action with open sights. The
action is fitted with Parker Hale rings, the metalwork has
nearly all its original finish. V.G.C. original Beech wood
stock with swivels. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

* Pistol Club Shooters - We have been informed by the
Police Arms Office -That if you wish to uplift a pistol on
your B license at the auction, you will have to bring with
you a “ Pinky ” form from your pistol club secretary. As
you will not know which items you will be successfull
bidders on we sugest you create a wish list of handugns.
Otherwise you can arrange to pick the goods at a later
date from S.A.I Guns in Penrose

160 - NORMA BULLET BOARD
A Swedish circa 1985 bullet board by Norma. Plastic frame
with square printed clear plastic cover, aproximately
50cmx50cm. Containing projectiles in a circle and cases
around the outside, includes original box. V.G.C..
161 - DYNAMIT NOBEL BOARD
A bullet board for German maker Dynamit Nobel-RWS
Rottweil & Geco. Wooden frame 36cm wide, 29cm high
aproximately and contains 28 bullets and projectiles with
a few cross sectioned. V.G.C.

153 - BRNO RIFLE
A nice quality Czech Brno Model 602 bolt action rifle.
26" Barrel in .375 Holland & Holland caliber with open
sights. Receiver is grooved for Brno rings and marked
with makers logo & ZKK-602. The trigger is a set trigger
model, metalwork has most original finish. The Walnut
Monte Carlo stock is in good condition with some dings,
in front of the fore plate on the underside of the stock a
brass plate has been inleted. Includes original swivels.
V.G.W.O.& C.
154 - SAKO FINNBEAR RIFLE
A very good quality Finnish Sako Finnbear L61R bolt
action sporting rifle. 25" .375 Magnum caliber barrel
with adjustable sights marked Sako etc. Action milled for
Sako type mags & marked L67R. Metalwork has most
original finish allover. V.G.C. original wood stock fitted
with swivels and rubber butt pad. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

157 - BRNO MODEL 1 RIFLE
A sought after good quality Czech BRNO Model 1 .22LR
bolt action rifle. 22" Barrel with original sights and marked
BRNO MOD.1. etc. The receiver fitted with German 4
power Nickel brand scope. V.G.C. original stock with Deer
scene carved into the rear section of the stock. Metalwork has nearly all its original blue finish with a few small
pitting marks. V.G.W.O & C. A.L.R.

162 - SIERRA BULLET BOARD
A square wood framed & glazed bullet board for Sierra
Bullets. Aproximately 50 projectiles in circle pattern
with logo inside, 42cm wide x 46cm high. V.G.C.
163 - AR15 MAGAZINE
An excellent quality 45 round magazine for the .223
AR15/M16 rifle, manufactured by H&K in Germany.
New and unissued condition. Ex.C.
164 - M14 MAGAZINE
A 20 round magazine for the U.S. M14 .308 caliber rifle.
All parkerised finish. Ex.C.
158
159

165 - 30RD M14 MAGAZINE
A very scarce 30 round magazine for the U.S. 308
caliber M14 or similar rifle. All parkerised finish. Ex.C.
166 - TYPE 84 MAGAZINE
A scarce 30 round magazine for the type 84S .223 caliber
AK type rifle.Chinese made and retains most original
blue finish. Ex.C.

162

167 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A scarce 30 round magazine for the U.S. Ruger Mini 14
.223 caliber rifle. Brand new blued steel construction by
Pro Mag. In the original wrapper. Ex.C.

168 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A scarce 30 round magazine for the U.S. Ruger Mini 14
.223 caliber rifle. Brand new blued steel construction by
Pro Mag. In the original wrapper. Ex.C.

176

169 - CASED CAPE GUN
A very fine cased Cape Gun by English maker Reilly. 30"
Side by side damascuss barrels, 1 in 12 guage the other is
rifled in .577 express cal. The rib between the 2 barrels is
marked E.M.Reilly & Co with London & Paris address.
Also has 4 engraved leaf sights and full swamping, plus
London proofs underneath. The action also marked Reilly
& Co and is borderline as well as scroll foliage engraved
over most of the action including the hammers, top underside and lever. Excellent condition chequered Walnut
stock and forend. The metalwork retains quite a lot of
original browning on the barrels and thin original blue
on the action and steel trigger guards. Included in its red
leather bound case with trade label are dummy rounds,
cleaning rod, tools & reloading tools, oil bottle etc.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

177

174

175 - DIPLOMATIC SWORD
An English diplomatic sword by Jones of London.
32" Flat oval speer point fully etched blade marked
J.Jones & Co. 33 St.James Square. Gilt brass grip with
small knuckle bow and turned down lateral shell guard.
No scabbard, circa 1910. V.G.C.

175

176 - REMINGTON M25 RIFLE
A U.S. remington Model 25 pump action rifle. 23" 25.20
Caliber round barrel fitted with open sights and 3/4
magazine tube. Barrel marked with makers name etc.
The metalwork has dark grey patina, replacement take
down screw. Good condition original stock. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

170 - RIGBY CASED D/B RIFLE
A nice quality Irish W&J Rigby D/barrel rifle. 24" 450 3
1.4" Caliber barrels with swamped rib marked John Rigby
& Co. Dublin & London with 3 leaf rear sights. The
barrels retain most overall blue finish, the sidelock
actions are border line amd folliage engraved all over as
well as marked Rigby. Also features half cock safetys.
The hammers are also profusely folliage engraved. The
action retains a lot of the original case colour hardening
finish. The steel trigger guard and lever are also scroll
engraved. The original walnut stock and forend are
chequered and with engraved steel escutcheons. The
stock has quite a few small dings and scratches, but otherwise V.G.C. The leather over wood case has been relined
and has a tear in the leather on the top. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
171 - MONKEY TAIL RIFLE
A very nice quality Westley Richards Monkey tail capping breech loader sporting rifle. 30" .450 Caliber barrel
with Whitworth rifling. The top rib is swamped and has
Ivory foresight flip up rear sigh with 6 leaves, also
marked Whitworth patent. The side plate is marked
Westley Richards & Co and also 1875 inside a triangle.
The plate is also borderline and folliage engraved. The
monkey tail lever is marked manufactured by Westley
Richards and is folliage engraved. The Breech marked 55
grains, metalwork has thinning original blue over the
barrel and lock plate. There is some slight pitting and
grey patina on the top of the breech. The original
chequered wood stock has horn forend tip and steel
patch door which has a name inscription in gold. The
trigger guard is also borderline and folliage engraved.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
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174 - CAVALRY TROOPERS SWORD
A very nice British cavalry troopers sword circa 1661.
32” Rapier type flat elliptical double edge blade, one side
marked “Hovnsloe”. The other side has the makers name
but is not clear probably “Hope or Hopkins” flattened
brass pommel with cast medallions each side. The grip
consists of the wooden core only, binding missing. Brass
shell guards with medallions centred on upper and lower
surfaces of both shells. The vendor has researched the
medallions and determined it to be that of Aubrey de
Vere the 20th Earl of Oxford who was O.C. of the Oxford
blues in 1661. This unit was the forerunner of the Royal
House Guards (Blues). Extremely rare. G.C.

177 - WINCHESTER M95 RIFLE
A U.S. Winchester Model 95 lever action rifle. 27"
Round barrel in .303 caliber with original sights. The
receiver marked Winchester Repeating ARms Co. and
patent dates. The tang marked Model 1895 Winchester.
The metalwork has grey metal patina and with traces of
original finish. Very good Walnut stock with correct sling
swivels. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

170

179

169
171

179 - ROSSI L/A RIFLE
A nice quality Brazilian Rosi Model 65 lever action
rifle which is patterned after the Winchester 92 rifle.
24" Octagonal barrel in 44.40 caliber with full length
magazine tube. The metalwork has all its original blue
finish. Excellent original wood stock, this gun is as new.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

180

172 - PATTERN 1822 SWORD
A British military pattern 1822 officers sword. 33"
Blade with twin fullers, and some chips. Victorian cypher
in brass hilt with folding guard. Good wire bound
shagreen grip. No scabbard. V.G.C.
173 - 1912 CAVALRY SWORD
A British military W.W.1. pattern 1912 Cavalry sword.
35" Blued blade with proof mark, retaining a lot of
original finish. Large brass hilt with engraved pattern.
Shagreen grip without wire and complete with original
steel scabbard. V.G.C.

178 - MARLIN MODEL 1895 RIFLE
A U.S. Marlin Model 1895 lever action rifle. 21" Round
barrel in 47.70 caliber, fitted with adjustable sight and
2/3 length magazine tube. The barrel marked Marlin
Firearms Co. and Model 1895SS. Metalwork has nearly
all its original blue finish. Very good condition original
woodwork with only a couple of slight scratches.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

178

180 - REMINGTON CARBINE
A nice quality Italian Uberti reproduction of a U.S.
Remington Model 1858 New Model Army percussion 6
shot revolving carbine. 18" Octagonal .44 caliber barrel
with adjustable rear sight. Metalwork has all its bright
original blue plus case colours on the hammer, and with
brass trigger guard. Excellent Walnut stock with brass
butt plate. This gun is in as new condition. Ex.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
181 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
An Italian reproduction of the Colt 1871 S/action
revolver. 5 1/4" 45 Colt caliber barrel marked Hartford
CT Model U.S.A. The frame is case colour hardened and
retains most finish except for indexing marks Very good
condition wooden grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

172
173

182 - S/A .22 REVOLVER
An Italian Easa brand S/action Colt style revolver. 4 1/
2" .22 Caliber barrel marked with makers name. The gun
includes 2 cylinders, one in .22LR caliber the other .22
magnum and retains most original finish, thinning slightly
in parts. Brass plated trigger guard and straps. Very good
original wood grips. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
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191 - NORINCO SHOTGUN
A Chinese Norinco Model YL12 12 guage pump action
shotgun. 28" Barrel with spare inter-changeable chokes.
Metalwork has most original finish, very good original
woodwork. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

184

183 - REPRODUCTION F/L PISTOL
A most likely Italian reproduction flintlock Dragoon
type pistol. 9" .577 Caliber round barrel, the metalwork
finished in the white. Brass forend tip, trigger guard &
butt cap with lanyard ring, captive ramrod. V.G.W.O.&
C.
B/C.L.R.

192 - MAUSER TYPE RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco M334 Mauser type bolt action sporting rifle. 22" .308 Caliber barrel fitted with open sights.
The receiver drilled and tapped for a scope base. Metalwork has most original blue, very good original wood
stock. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

185

193 - S/S RIFLE
A Russian Baikal single shot 7.62x39 caliber rifle. 20"
Barrel with open sights, the receiver marked 12H-18MH
and grooved for a scope. Metalwork has all its original
finish, very good original stock with a couple of dings.
V.G-Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

186
184 - COLT NEW ARMY REVOLVER
A scarce nickel plated Colt Model 1892 New Model army
6 shot revolver. 6" 41 Caliber barrel marked Colt etc.
The metalwork has much of its original nickel plating,
thinning in parts on the frame and cylinder. Excellent
condition hard rubber original brown chequered grips
with rampant horse logo. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

194

185 - COLT 1873 S/A REVOLVER
A Colt Model 1873 38.40 caliber S/action 6 shot
revolver. 7 1/2" Barrel with Colt Hartford address and
with patent dates on L/H frame, all matching numbers.
Metalwork with dark original patina. V.G. original grips
show smooth wear with a very small chip on the L/H
side. Made in 1898. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

193

191

195 - STEYR M95 RIFLE
An Austrian military Steyr Model 95 straight pull rifle.
31" 8x56R Caliber barrel with bayonet lug and original
sights. The receiver marked Steyr M.95 the metalwork
has most original blue all over. Very good original woodwork. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

186 - S&W NO.111 REVOLVER
A scarce U.S. S&W No.111 Frontier S/action top break
revolver marked S&W etc. 7 1/2" .450 Boxer? caliber
barrel marked S&W etc with English proof marks also
on the cylinder and frame. S&W logo on R/H side of
the frame. The metalwork has a lot of thinning original
blue all over. Excellent brown/red hard rubber grips with
S&W logo. A hard to find Smith & Wesson model.
V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
187 - COLT PISTOLS BOOK
Colt Pistols 1836-1976 by R.L.Wilson. Deluxe 1st
edition and signed by the author. Large format with
embossed hard cover and slip cover. Colour photographs
on almost every page of some of the finest Colts ever
made. An excellent book for the Colt collector and now
very hard to find. As new. 378 pages. Ex.C.

194 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN RIFLE
A Swiss military Model 1911 Schmidt Rueben 7.5x55
caliber straight pull bolt action rifle. 29 1/2" Barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. The metalwork has
most original slightly thinning finish allover. Very good
original stock with some dings and complete with sling.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

196 - 8x56R AMMUNITION
50 Rounds of ammo for the Steyr M95 rifle in original
German Nazi marked packets, each containing 10 rounds.
Ex.C. A.L.R.
197 - THOMPSON CENTER PLAQUE
A round paperweight type plaque for Thompson Center
Arms. Translucent blue with logo on pistol, plus 17
bullets inserted into it. 20cm diameter circa 1985. Ex.C.

195

192
190

188 - COLT BOOK
Colt An American Legend by R.L.Wilson. This is the
official history of Colt firearms with over 300 colour
photographs. Large format and signed by the author. As
new 400 pages. Ex.C.

199 - GEVELOT BULLET BOARD
A small wooden bullet board with glass front for French
company Gevelot. Features 18 saloon or Flobert bullets,
circa 1820’s, 16cm wide 23cm high. V.G.C.
200 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
A U.S. military W.W.2. 1911 A1 .45 ACP Colt pistol.
5" Barrel, the slide marked Colt and patent dates plus
British nitro proof marks. The frame marked United
States Property M1911A1 U.S. Army. Metalwork has
most thinning original parkerised finish. 1944 manufacture. Excellent brown bakerlite grips. VG-Ex.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

189 - RUGER BOOK
Ruger & His Guns by R.L.Wilson. The history of Bill
Ruger and his firearms company. Large format, over
350 pages and signed by the author. Ex.C.

201 - P38 PISTOL
A W.W.2. German Walther P38 9mm pistol. 5" Barrel
with original sights, the slide marked P38 and code
marked 9C for Walther and dated 44. Nazi marked on
both the slide and frame. The metalwork has nearly all
its original finish, excellent original brown grips. The
magazine is correct wartime issue and code marked ac.
Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

190 - .410 S/S SHOTGUN
A Spanish Mugica .410 guage side by side shotgun. 25 1/
2" Blued barrels with bead sight, the action is engraved
and colour case hardened. Metalwork has most finish,
the action is good and tight. Exellent original chequered
walnut stock. V.G-Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

200

201

202 - THOMPSON S.M.G.
A U.S. military W.W.2. period Thompson Model 1928
A1 45ACP caliber sub machine gun. 13 1/2" Fluted barrel
fitted with cutts compensator. The receiver fitted with a
Lyman rear sight, Thompson logo on top. L/H side
marked U.S. Model of 1928 A1 and serial number, plus
Thompson etc. R/H side marked with patent dates and
Auto Ordnance Corp. The serial number underneath on
the lower receiver has been modified to match the top
number. Very good original woodwork fitted with sling
swivels. Metalwork has most original finish all over. VGEx.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
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206 - RIGBY PERCUSSION RIFLE
A very fine quality double percussion rifle by John
Rigby of Dublin, circa 1843 . 30" 12 Bore damascus twist
rifled barrels with original sights marked W&J Rigby
Dublin and has twin platinum bands, also has original
captive ramrod. The lock plates are also marked Rigby
and profusely foliage engraved all over, plus Tiger on
L/H side and Bear on R/H side. The cocks are foliage
engraved and have half cock safety. The walnut stock is
in very good condition with only a few minor dings and
scratches. The wrist is nicely chequered, the steel trigger
guard is also nicely engraved and extends into foliage
engraved finials the full length of the forend and back
thru to behind the wrist of the stock. The top of the wrist
is also nicely foliage engraved. The steel patch door at
the rear of the stock is border line engraved with dog and
deer hunting scene. The steel butt cap extends into the
top of the stock with foliage pattern finial and is dimple
engraved on the butt. The metalwork has traces of original brown on the barrel as well as traces of original blue
on the hammers & trigger, the rest is nicely untouched
aged patina. Contained in its original green baize lined
oak case with Rigby trade label. The case is well
accessorised and includes Hawksley flask, Rigby marked
bullet mould, round mould, jags, brushes, screwdrivers, oil
bottle, percussion caps, dipper bullets & more. The oak
case has brass corners and handle, has some dings and
staining but generaly good condition. A nice high grade
gun from one of Irelands best makers. V.G.W.O.& C.
N.L.R.

202

203 - THOMPSON C DRUM MAGAZINE
A modern made Thompson “C” 100 round drum
for the U.S. Thompson .45 caliber 1921 or 1928 sub
machinegun. Retains nearly all its original finish and
marked Thompson etc. Ex.C.
204 - THOMPSON DRUM MAGAZINE
A modern made Thompson “L” 50 round drum magazine to fit either Model 1921 or 1928 sub machine gun.
Has nearly all its original finish and marked Thompson.
Ex.C.
205 - LANCASTER 4 BARREL RIFLE
A world class & extremely rare cased 4 barrel percussion
rifle by Charles Lancaster of London. This rifle features
an inovative and unusual break down action with a 4
barrel turn over system activated by a latch between the
hammers on top of the action. The browned damascus
barrels retain nearly all their finish and are all
aproximately 38 bore (50 caliber) and use Lancaster’s
patented smooth bore rifling. The barrels have foresights
and 4 rear leaf sights and marked Charles Lancaster New
Bond Street London & Patents Smooth Bore Rifling.
London proof marks on both top and bottom barrels, the
lock plates are foliage engraved allover and marked
C.Lancaster London and retain a lot of case colour hardening colours. Both locks are elaborately foliage and birds
head engraved. The top of the action and the barrel
turning lever are also fully foliage engraved. Excellent
walnut stock with chequered wrist features steel furniture
with engraved scene of 2 Deer fighting on the triggerguard extending into dimpled grip and spear shape finial.
The trigger-guard retains quite a lot of its original blue.
The steel butt plate has chequered grip patten and extends in to the top of the stock with hunting dog and
spear shaped finial. The oak case is a 2 layer system
with the gun stored on the bottom layer and the
accessories on the top layer. The case has been nicely
relined in navy blue baize and has been re-accessorised
by Holland & Holland where required and contains 26
accessories including: flash, rod, screwdrivers, oil bottle,
bullet mould etc. This is a unique opportunity to aquire a
truely world class firearm seldom offered for sale anywhere. The vendors research determined this gun was
produced in 1863 and sent to India for a Maharajah.
Ex.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

206

207 - MANTON D/B FOWLER
A fine quality English D/barrel fowling piece. 30" Browned
barrels with silver foresight and captived ramrod in
aproximately 12 bore, marked on the top Joseph Manton
Hanover Square London, plus London proof marks
underneath. Also marked with its conversion number
when it was converted from Mantons tube lock to
percussion in the 1820’s. The lockplate is borderline
engraved and marked Joseph Manton Patent plus foliage
engraved in the corners and on the cocks. The steel
furniture has foliage and bird scene on the triggerguard
with speer point finial to the rear and pineapple finials to
the front with silver cross pin escutcheon. Plus a blank
silver initial escutcheon on the back of the wrist. The
walnut chequered stock is in V.G. condition with only a
few scratches and dingss. Also has steel butt plate extending in to the top of the stock. The metalwork has traces
of original grey patina. The original oak case has been
relined and includes bullet mould, cleaning rod, powder
flash, shot bag and dippers. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
*****************
LUNCH BREAK OF 20 MINUTES
******************

205
207

208 - WINCHESTER CALENDARS
4 1970’S Winchester calendars, large size featuring paintings of mainly wild west and one of colonial U.S.
images. 1973, 74, 87 & 77. G.C
.
209 - CLEANING KIT ETC.
A Hoppes shotgun cleaning kit, new in box containing:
rod, brush, patches, patch holder, oil & solvent. Plus
some Shooter Choice gun grease. New unopened and a
camoflauge sling. G.C.
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225 - 2 REVOLVERS
2 Nickel plated revolvers, Iver Johnson in .32 S&W
caliber plus an H&R in 22RF caliber. Both missing some
of the nickel finish, one of the actions at fault. P-F.C.
C.L.R.

210 - CLEANING KITS
2 American Otis kit and caboodle brand cleaning kits.
Compact design for field, 1 is for 12 gauge in cloth zip up
pouch. The other Universal in a metal tin. F.C.
226

211 - CHEQUERING TOOLS
A Dembart brand gun stock chequering tool kit
containing 3 tools. Brand new with box. V.G.C.

226 - WALTHER GSP PISTOL
A German Walther GSP model .22LR cal S/auto pistol.
4 1/2" Barrel with adjustable target sights, metalwork has
most original blue finish but has pin prick marks on the
barrel. G.C. original wooden grip. G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

212 - WINCHESTER BAR MAT
A promotional bar mat with Winchester logo. Red &
white 58cm wide x 28cm high. G.C.

227

213 - BAZAAR FLINTLOCK PISTOL
A most likely Arabian made flintlock pistol that were
popular in the bazaars. The action is at fault and triggerguard is loose. P.C. N.L.R.

231

214 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
A most likely Belgium pin fire revolver aproximately
.32 caliber. 4" Barrel, the metalwork has dark patina,
missing the trigger guard but appears to function. P.C.
N.L.R.

228

228 - MAUSER 22LR RIFLE
A German Mauser Model 107 .22LR bolt action rifle.
20" Barrel threaded for silencer and with open sights,
marked Mauser-Werke W.Germany Model 107. Receiver
fitted with Bushnell 4 power scope. Metalwork retains
most original blue finish. Includes 5 shot magazine plus a
spare 10 shot. Original wood stock is in good condition
with some chips in its red stained finish. G-V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

215 - POWDER FLASK
A copper powder flask with hanging Deer scene on both
sides & with foliage scrolls. Spring at fault otherwise G.C.
216 - 2 REPRODUCTION FLASKS
A copy of an American type with U.S. seal on one side
and stand of flags and cannon the other side. The second
is similar with stand of flags both sides. G.C.
217 - 45-70 DIES
A 3 die CH brand set of reloading dies for 45.70 Government caliber. G.C.

229 - RUGER 10/22 RIFLE
A U.S. Ruger 10/22 S/auto .22LR rifle. 18" Barrel with
open sights, metalwork has most original finish, thinning in parts. Good original wood stock. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
233

218 - LYMAN RELOADING TOOL
A Lyman 310 hand reloading tool for .308 caliber. Complete with dies and original cardboard packet, plus .243
caliber dies. V.G.C.

229

232 - MARTINI ACTION .22 RIFLE
A BSA Martini International .22LR caliber S/shot target
rifle. 28" Bull barrel with apperture sights fitted. Metalwork has most original finish, good condition target wood
stock. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

220 - 44.40 AMMO
A packet of Imperial brand 44.40 ammo, contains 20
rounds of 300gr soft point. V.G.C. A.L.R.

233 - SIMSON SHOTGUN
A good quality German Simson 12 gauge side by side
shotgun. 28" Barrels marked Simson Suhl and fitted with
ejectors. Metalwork has most overall finish, the action
finished in the white and engraved all over with birds,
rabbit & foliage. The trigger guard retains a lot of blue
and is also engraved. Good condition original chequered
stock. G-V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

232

222 - 270 AMMO
A packet of Winchester .270 Supreme brand 140GR
silver tip bullet, 18 rounds, 2 missing. G.C. A.L.R.
223 - 9MM AMMO
A packet of Winchester 9mm Black Talon brand 147
grain SXT hollow point, contains 20 rounds in original
box. Ex.C. A.L.R.
224 - 2 REVOLVERS
A 32 S&W H&R revolver plus a British Bulldog type
revolver. Action at fault with both. P.C. C.L.R.

230 - GERVARM GUN PARTS
An incomplete Gervarm .22LR caliber S/auto rifle consists of: the frame, barrel, 10 shot magazine and wood
stock. Missing trigger group, magazines are now hard to
find. Sold as parts only. F.C. A.L.R.
231 - MARTINI ACTION .22 RIFLE
A BSA Martini International .22LR caliber S/shot target
rifle. 26" Bull barrel without sights, action marked BSA
etc. Metalwork has most original blue finish, very good
target wood stock. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R

219 - TURNOVER TOOLS ETC.
An early 16 gauge turnover tool plus a reproduction 12
gauge tool showing no use with table clamp. A powder hot
dipper with wooden handle and a 3 piece early English
rod. G.C.

221 - 22 WRF AMMO
250 Rounds of Winchester brand .22WRF ammo for the
06 rifle or similar. In original 1986 limited edition packaging. Ex.C. A.L.R.

227 - WALTHER TARGET PISTOL
A German Walther Model FP target pistol. 11 1/2" The
single shot barrel with adjustable sight. Electronic battery operated trigger system. The metalwork retains
most original finish, wooden right hand grip. Presumed
working . G.C. B/C.L.R.

234

234 - MIROKU SHOTGUN
A nice quality Japanese made Miroku MK10 sporter 12
gauge U/O shotgun. 30" Blued barrels with invector
chokes, 3" chamber with split ejectors, low rib. This
model is a grade 3 which features foliage and bird scene
engraving, metalwork retains near all its original finish
and includes 5 chokes in total plus manual. Contained in
its special order wooden baize lined carry case. Ex.W.O.&
C. A.L.R.

235 - MAUSER 66S RIFLE
A very high quality German Mauser Model 66S rifle. This
rifles main feature is a telescopic bolt action breech. This
allows a full 24 1/2" barrel to fit in a compact 41
1/2"
overall length gun. The high gloss blued barrel is in 6.5x57
caliber marked Made in Germany on the side & Mauser
banner logo over the chamber. It is fitted with a one
piece Weaver type base and rings, the base also doubles as
the rear sight which can be seen thru under the rings. The
telescopic breach is marked Mauser-Werke Obendorf Mod
77S. Metalwork is excellent and retains near all its original finish, thinning slighty on the trigger guard. The
original chequered walnut & ebony stock is very good to
excellent with only a few minor scratches. Ex.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
236 - HEYM DRILLING
A nice quality Model 33 Drilling by German manufacturer Heym. 2 12 Gauge barrels over a single rifled barrel
in 5.6x52 caliber. Rear sight activated by selector switch
on tang. The barrels are 24" in length and have most
finish except appears to be heat worn to a grey finish on
the last 6" of the left hand side of the barrels. The action
is borderline engraved & German silver finish, going gold
on the edges. Very good original chequered wooden stock
and complete with sling swivels. G-V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
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244 - SCHLUNDS PATENT REVOLVER
An unusual and very interesting Schlunds Patent 2nd
Model of 1996. 6" .476 Caliber round barrel with
Metford type rifling, marked Kynoch Gun Factory Aston
plus Birmingham proof marks. The frame marked Patent
Model on the topstrap, the unusual action can be fired D/
action by pulling both triggers on S/action by setting the
bottom trigger first. Metalwork retains a lot of original
blue, thinning in parts. V.G.C. original chequered wood
grips with lanyard ring. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

244

242
245 - TRANTER RIMFIRE REVOLVER
A Tranter .38 rimfire caliber double and single action
5 shot cartridge revolver. 5" Octagonal barrel marked
with retailers name Cogswell & Harrison 225 The Strand
London & with Birmingham proofs. The frame borderline engraved and is marked Tranters Patent, also on the
ejector. The barrel has most original blue, thinning on
the frame and triggerguard. V.G. original chequered wood
grips. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

243

246 - TRANTER REVOLVER
A scarce good quality Tranter .32 caliber lip fire D/action
revolver. 3 1/2" Octagonal barrel with retailers name on
top F.T .Baker 88 Fleet St. London, marked Tranters
patent in front of the cylinder on the frame. London
proof marks on the cylinder. Metalwork has nearly all its
original blue on the barrel and quite a lot on the frame,
with very little on the cylinder and traces on the trigger
guard. Excellent original one piece chequered walnut grip
with steel butt plate. Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

235

237 - ZEISS TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A very nice quality German Carl Zeiss telescopic Diavari
model variable power scope. 2.5-10 Power with a 52
mm objective and 30 mm tube. The eye piece marked
Zeiss West Germany Diarari-ZA. These are top of the
line scopes and hard to acquire second hand. V.G.C.

246

238 - WEAVER SCOPE
A U.S. made Weaver K 3-1 telescopic scope complete
with original scope covers. Aproximately 4 power with
20mm objective, retains most original finish. Ex.C.

247 - JAPANESE NAVY KATANA
A W.W.2. Japanese Naval Katana. 27" Blade without
dings and in very good condition. Naval type tsuba and
fittings, brown cord wrapped Rayskin handle. Excellent
embossed metal scabbard with floral naval fittings. V.G.Ex.C.

245

239 - TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A German Hertel & Reuss brand telescopic sight,
aproximately 4 power, steel tube with most finish. V.G.C.

248 - JAPANESE ARMY KATANA
A W.W.2. Japanese Army katana, 28 1/2" Blade in very
good condition without dings. Correct Army Tsuba and
fittings. Cloth bound rayskin handle in very good condition. complete with original dark green painted scabbard.
V.G.C.

240 - SCOPE & BINOCULARS
A Simmons brand telescopic sight, real tree type camo
finish all over, aproximately 3-9x40 plus a pair of Tasco
8x30 compact binoculars. G.C.
241 - RUGER 22 MAGAZINE
2 Ten shot rotary magazines for the Ruger 10/22 rifle or
77 bolt action, plus a 10/22 barrel band. V.G.C.
242 - HILLS PATENT REVOLVER
A scarce British Hills patent D/action revolver. 5 3/4"
Hexagonal barrel in .450 Boxer caliber marked “Hills
Patent” on one side and “The Stanley” on the other. The
frame marked Stanton & Co and trademark on the other
side. Metalwork has thinning original blue all over. Birmingham proof marks, very good condition original one
piece chequered grips with lanyard ring. V.G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.
243 - TRANTER ARMY REVOLVER
A very nice condition Tranters Army self extracting
revolver of 1879. 6" Octagonal barrel in 450/455 caliber
with Birmingham proofs, also on the cylinder. The frame
marked Tranters patent and has floral design on the break
open lever and below. Metalwork has nearly all its original finish. Excellent original 2 piece chequered grips with
lanyard ring. A nice example of one of the last Tranter
revolvers. Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

250

249 - JAPANESE ARMY KATANA
A similar lot. V.G.C.

236

250 - JAPANESE TANTO
A W.W.2. Japanese Naval Tanto/Dirk, 9" blade with
fullers on both sides. The blade is in very good condition.
All fittings on the dagger are gold gilded brass, wire
wrapped Rayskin handle with flower emblem. The
scabbard also has gilded brass fittings. This was brought
back after the occupation by a N.Z. vereran. Hard to
find a better example. Ex.C.

248
247

251 - JAPANESE NAVAL SWORD
A W.W.2. Japanese Naval sword. 26" Blade with twin
fullers. Single gold gilded brass nuckle bow, wire wrapped
Rayskin handle. Leather sheath with gilded brass fittings.
As with the previous lot it was brought back after the
occupation of Japan. Ex.C.

251

We will provide wrapping for firearms and
items at the Auction. We recommend that you
bring lock boxes for transporting handguns.

252 - GALIL AUTOMATIC RIFLE
An Israeli Military Industries Galil full automatic rifle.
21" .308 caliber barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and
adjustable sights. The receiver marked AAR Galil caliber
7.62/.308 Model 337 IMI Israel. The receiver has 3
position seletor, safe, semi and full auto. Metalwork has
nearly all its original finish, excellent synthetic forend
and pistol grip. The rear stock is steel folding type. Extremely rare and seldom offered for sale. Ex.W.O.&C.
C.L.R.

252

253

266 - HOWDAH PISTOL
An English D/barrel percusssion Howdah pistol by G & J
Deane of London. 6" Aproximate 12 bore round barrels
marked with makers name, London and with gold bands
at the rear. Lock plates also marked Deane & have border line and foliage engraving as well as the cocks. The all
steel furniture is also engraved in a similar style extending in to a pineapple finial. The metalwork has grey
metal patina with slight traces of brown on the barrels
and some pitting on part of the barrels and most of the
right hand lock plate. Chequered original woodwork has
silver escutcheon on the tang and cross bolt. Also has
cup holder in the butt and ramrod. F-G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

253 - STERLING MKV S.M.G.
A very scarce British military MKV silenced Sterling SMG.
15" Fully silenced 9mm caliber barrel. The magazine well
marked Sterling SMG MKV L34A1 plus serial #. The
metalwork has near all its original black crackle finish,
folding metal stock and excellent wooden forend.
Ex.W.O.& C. C. L.R.
254 - STERLING SUB MACHINE GUN
A British military 9mm cal Sterling MK1V L2A3 SMG.
9" Barrel with ventilated hand guard. Magazine well
marked Sterling SMG 9mm MK1V (L2A3). 3 Position
selector on the trigger group, the metalwork has nearly
all its original parkerised finish. Complete with 34 round
magazine and folding metal stock. Ex.W.O.& C. C.L.R
.
255 - SLING
An unissued sling for the British military Sterling 9mm
SMG. Green webbing with brass fittings marked & dated
1959. Ex.C.

267 - INDIAN LANCER PISTOL
A S/shot percussion Lancer pistol made in India for the
English military market present in India at the time. 8"
Barrel, octagonal at the breech & round with flat top at
the muzzle. The silver plated lock plate is scroll &
borderline engraved also marked Scnide Irregular Horse.
On the other side is a belt clip also silver plated. The
triggerguard and finial are brass and scroll engraved with
sunburst design. Excellent original chequered woodwork
with brass lions head grotesque mask and with lanyard
ring. Brass tip on the forestock, also brass escutcheons
with silver plated cross pin. Original captive brass ramrod with possibly replacement copper ramrod guide.
Circa 1830-1850. Ex.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

265

266

256 - STERLING SLING
A similar lot.
257 - 50 CALIBER AMMO
A metal cammo tin containing 100 rounds of .50
BMG caliber link ammunition. Currently very difficult
to export out of the U.S.A. Ex.C. A.L.R.

267
268 - CASED MUFF PISTOLS
A pair of European, most likely French or Belgium percussion muff boxlock pistols. 2" 54 Bore round turn off
barrels with damascus twist. Both sides of the actions are
foliage & flower pattern engraved as well as the tang and
around the concealed triggers. Relief engraved around
the hammer and nipple. Both pistols have grey metal
finish with some staining. The ebony wooden one piece
grips are carved and one has a small chip at the top.
Contained in their original red velvet lined case with
flask & mould. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

258 - 50 BMG AMMO
One round of Vickers made live, plus 6 blanks also live.
G.C. A.L.R.
259 - BROWNING 50 CAL BOOK
A U.S. Army manual for the Browning 50 caliber MZ
machine gun. Soft cover large format reprinted by Paladin Press. Ex.C.

268

260 - JANES GUN BOOK
A very handy Jane’s Guns Recognition guide book. Compact format, paper back covering most handguns, rifles
& SMG’s. Paper back, printed 1996. Ex.C.
261 - P38 BOOK
Know Your P38 Pistols by Hoffschmidt. Covers all the
models, stripping & assembly. Soft cover, 77 pages. V.G.C
262 - P38 HOLSTER
A black leather post war holster for a P38 9mm German
pistol. V.G.C.
263 - P38 MAGAZINE
A 9mm post war military or police magazine for a W38
pistol, dated 1963. Retains most original finish. V.G.C.
264 - LUGER HOLSTER
An early commercial holster for the Luger P08 9mm
pistol. Black leather with mag pouch on side and stripping tool pouch, marked Wilhelm Becker & Co. V.G.C.
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265 - BARKER F/LOCK PISTOL
An English circa 1800 flintlock pistol. 8 1/2" 21 Bore
brass barrel that is octagonal at the breech with London
proof marks, the front half is round. The lock marked
Barker, brass triggerguard with pineapple finial & floral
design. Excellent original woodwork with original brass
tipped ramrod. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

269

254

269 - COLLIER REVOLVING RIFLE
A very scarce and desirable English Colliers Patent 5 shot
percussion revolving rifle. 27" Aproximately .61 caliber
rifled round barrel with square top rib marked E.H.Collier
London in inlaid gold script writing. The top of the action has also been gold inlay engraved with lions head and
stand of flags extending into the barel. On the L/H side of
the barrel it has been crudely stamped MP-CHP/I+EX1966 (perhaps most likely in 1966) The manualy rotated cylinder and cock has been converted from flintlock
to percussion. The cylinder also features a gold inlaid
pattern which is missing quite a bit of gold at the rear.
The lock plate is borderline engraved with floral pattern,
inside is a gold inlaid stand of flags & E.H.Collier patent.
The top of the action has also been gold inlay engraved
with lions head and stand of flags extending into the
barrel. The walnut stock features elegant silver wire inlay
all over in floral pattern with starburst above the trigger
and silver escutcheon above the chequered wrist.
Aproximately 26 of the silver flower heads are mising,
the steel butt plate extending into the top of the stock is
also missing. The metalwork has grey to brown patina
overall. These are an extemely scarce guns and seldom
offered for sale. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
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277 - REMINGTON DEALER SIGNS
A plastic Remington gun shop display sign with green
back ground, white & black writing saying Remington
Dealer since 1816 & flintlock musket & flask. V.G.C.

270 - RIGBY PINFIRE SHOTGUN
A fine quality Pinfire D/Barrel 12 bore shotgun by Irish
maker Rigby of Dublin circa 1860. 30" Barrels with their
typical very elegant damascus twist pattern and marked
Rigby Dublin etc. The case colour hardened action also
marked Rigby and finely borderline foliage engraved all
over, including the Dolphin shaped hammers. The side
mounted lever is also engraved, the Walnut stock is
chequered round the wrist and 2 piece tilting forend, and
relief engraved around the lock plate. The steel trigger
guard and finials also foliage engraved. The metalwork
retains traces of original finish allover Contained in its
emerald green velvet lined leather bound case with:
cleaning rod, assorted loading tools and oil bottle etc.
V.G.W.O.& C A.L.R.
271 - BIG GAME RIFLE
A fine quality cased English S/shot big game rifle by Army
& Navy. 28" .500 No.1 Express caliber octagonal barrel.
The top is fully swamped and has 4 rear sight blades,
marked Army and Navy on one side & C.S.L. London
on the other side. The action is fully folliage engraved
allover including the hammer & break open lever, also
marked Army & Navy C.S.L. the top is engraved with
dimple grip pattern. The metalwork retains near all its
original blue on the barrels, thinning slightly on leading
edges. The action has thin original case colours with
quite a lot on the steel triggerguard. Very good condition
original walnut stock with cheek piece, plus wooden
forend with ebony tip and engraved lever. Contained in
its original green baize lined leather case with original
trade lable. Inside the French style partitioned case is a
hand reloading set with instruction on the lid. Plus an oil
bottle and some fired cases. Army and Navy were a London retailer/outfitter who’s guns were made by some
of the best makers. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

278
280

274 - GECO SALESMANS SAMPLE BOX
A salemans sample box for the Geco brand of ammunition for German brand Gustav Genshaw. Features an inert
bullet plus cross sectioned bullet for 30 M1 9mm, .380
.32 & .25 in leather wrapped box. Ex.C.
275 - SALESMANS SAMPLE BOX
An ammunition salesmans sample box for the Mexican
ammunition company Agula. Features cardboard flip lid
in white and orange, 10 inert shotgun and 16 handgun
and rifle. V.G.C.
276 - WINCHESTER TIN SIGN
Featuring Cowboy on horse and Winchester logo in red,
authorised dealer underneath. 55cm x 45cm. G.C.

279 - UBERTI 66 RIFLE
A very nice quality Italian Uberti made reproduction
of the classic Winchester Model 66 lever action rifle.
18" Round barrel in .38 special caliber with full length
magazine tube. The action is solid brass, colour case
hardened hammer and lever. Excellent original walnut
stock with brass butt plate. The Metalwork retains all
its original finish, this gun is as new unused condition.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

270

280 - MARLIN RIFLE
A nice quality U.S. Marlin Model 336SS lever action
rifle. 20" 309.30 Caliber barrel with full length magazine
tube & original sight. The stainless steel barrel and action
are without scratching. Excellent semi pistol grip walnut
original stock. This gun is as new. Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
281 - BAIKAL RIFLE
A Russian Baikal S/shot .308 caliber rifle. 23" Barrel
threaded for supressor, the receiver fitted with Tasco
variable power scope. Metalwork has most original finish, good condition original woodwork. G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

272 - WESTERN SALESMAN SAMPLE BOX
A nice vintgage ammunition salesmans sample box for
U.S. manufacctuer Western. Blue cardboard box with
fading on top, Western Super X & Xpert logo in red
and yellow. Inside the box are 4 cutaway/cross sections
of shotgun shells plus a 30.06 & 30.30 caliber bullets,
38 special and 22 bullets all in very good condition. An
unusual nice set, circa 1920’s-1930’s, 21cm x 10cm.
V.G.C.
273 - SALESMANS AMMO SAMPLE BOX
A salesman sample box for Australian Firearms and
Ammunition dealers S/L Rohu. Inside the black
cardboard box are aproximately 40 different small
bulllets including pinfire, blank pistol round and floberts.
Plus an order form dated 1926. N.L.R. V.G.C.

278 - WINCHESTER FALLING B/ RIFLE
A nice custom Winchester low wall .22LR caliber S/shot
falling block rifle. 27" Octagonal to round blued barrel in
22LR caliber. The receiver fitted with tang peep sight.
The metalwork has been reblued allover in a nice deep
blue colour. Very good walnut woodwork with blue steel
butt plate. Ex.W.O. & C. A.L.R.

271

283

282 - RUGER MINI 30 RIFLE
A U.S. Ruger Mini 30 7.62x39 caliber S/auto rifle/ 18"
Barrel in stainless steel with original sights, black synthetic stock. The metalwork retains all its steel finish.
This gun is in new, unused condition, fitted with original
tags, box and scope rings, the latest current model.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
283 - REMINGTON TACTICAL RIFLE
A U.S. Remington Model 700 SPS tacticle bolt action
rifle. 20" .308 Caliber heavy barrel without sights. Hogue
over-moulded soft rubber synthetic stock. Metalwork
has milspec type coating. This gun is as new unused in
its orgiinal box. Ex.C. A.L.R.

272

284 - 12G SOLID AMMO
Aproximately 50 rounds of 12 gauge solid shot ammo in
original boxes. Mirage & RC Halian brands. G.C. A.L.R.

275

279
282
281

285 - BUCK SHOT AMMO
2 Packets (50 rounds of Mirage brand 12 gauge SG (9
pellet) buck shot in original boxes. G.C. A.L.R.
286 - LUGER TOGGLE
A DWM Luger P08 toggle #27, all matching with nearly
all its original finish. V.G.C.
287 - LUGER PARTS
A bag containing the following hard to get Luger parts:
trigger, ejector, mainsring and retainer and mag release
button. V.G.C.
288 - LUGER PARTS
A hard to find Luger hold open lever with spring. Plus an
06 side plate #56 with some pitting. G.C.
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301 - GLOCK 17L PISTOL
An Austrian Glock 17L competition 9mm S/auto pistol.
6" Barrel with open top slide and with adjustable sights
and retains most original finish. Includes spare mag,
Glock brand holster and loader. G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

289 - LUGER MAGAZINE
A new Luger magazine, silver metal finish with wooden
base. Ex.C.
297

290 - LUGER FIRING PIN
A complete Luger firing pin assembly with spring and
retainer. Ex.C.

302 - GLOCK 31R MAGAZINE
A 31 round 9mm magazine for Glock 9mm pistols. V.G.C.

291 - LUGER SIDE PLATE
For model 08 Luger marked number 09 & Erfurt proof.
G.C.

303 - GLOCK MAGAZINE ETC.
A magazine for the Glock 21 .45ACP cal pistol, plus a
Safariland brand single magazine speed holder. V.G.C.

292 - LUGER HOLSTER
A black leather holster for a Luger pistol. Includes
pouches for striping tool, magazine and pouch. G.C.
293 - WALTHER PEN PISTOL
A German Walther S/shot .22LR caliber pen pistol. 6"
Overall length, stainless steel body marked Komet S/F
Walther Reimer Hamburg. A very unusual and interesting
firearm for the curiosa collector. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

298
304 - HI POWER HOLSTER
A British military W.W.2. Canadian made Browning Hi
Power holster. Green canvas with flap, dated 45 broad
arrow marked. V.G.C.
305 - MP34 MAGAZINES
A red leather pouch for the German military 9mm MP34
sub machinegun. Contains 3 32 round magazines, retaining most overall finish, Nazi marked. V.G.C.

293
299

294 - PEN PISTOL
A similar lot to the previous, alltho it is stamped
Walther it does not appear to be Walther made, but
a good copy. Similar size and dimensions, also 22 in
caliber. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
295 - SCENT PISTOLS
A cased pair of miniature antiqe scent/watch chain pistols, 2mm pinfire calibe. Both aproximately 42mm in
length, engraved all over, gold plating on the triggers &
hammers. Mother of pearl grips. Contained in their original
box with velvet & silk lining. VG-Ex.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

306 - MP41 MAGAZINE
A 32 round stick magazine for the German 9mm sub
machinegun marked M.P.41Patent Schmeisser Haenel,
has most overall original finish. V.G.C.
300

307 - MP40 MAGAZINE
A 32 round stick mag for the MP38/40 sub machinegun.
Nazi marked kur 43 and MP38u40. Retains most overall
original finish with some speckling. G-V.G.C.
308 - MP40 LOADER
A speed loader for the Nazi German MP38/40 9mm sub
machinegun code marked fxo. Retains nearly all its blue
finish. Ex.C.

301
296 - PINFIRE CHAIN PISTOL
A 2mm caliber miniature pin fire pistol. Overall length
36mm, gold plated finish with engraving on the grip.
Key ring fitting on the butt. Also aproximately 16 blank
cartridges. Most likely Swiss & with original plastic box.
Ex.C. N.L.R.

309 - MP40 SLING
An original German W.W.2. brown leather sling for the
MP38/40 sub machinegun. Dated 43 and faint code mark.
Subtle diamond pattern. VG-Ex.C.

297 - COLT GOLD CUP S/A PISTOL
A very nice and now very collectable Colt National Match
Gold cup S/auto pistol. 5" .45ACP Caliber barrel, the flat
top slide fitted with original adjustable rear sight, marked
Series 80 MK1V etc. The single action trigger has adjustable travel. Metalwork has nearly all its original finish.
Excellent original wooden grips. Complete with original
cardboard box. Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

311

298 - SIG 226 PISTOL
A Swiss Sig Sauer P226 9mm caliber S/auto pistol. 4 1/2"
Barrel, the slide fitted with tritium night sights and marked
Sig Sauer P226. The slide shows slight holster wear on
the leading edges. Most original finish on the frame. Very
good original black plastic grips. This gun is ex Swiss
police. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
299 - BERETTA 92S PISTOL
An Italian made Beretta Model 92S 9mm caliber S/auto
pistol. 5" Barrel, slide fitted with fixed sights. Metalwork
on the slide has most original finish, thinning on the edge
and front L/H side and some staining there as well. Very
good original black plastic grips, complete with original
brown cardboard box. G-V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
300 - GLOCK M17 PISTOL
An Austrian Glock Model 17 9mm caliber pistol. 4 1/2"
Barrel, the slide with fixed sights, the metalwork on the
slide is slightly thinning. Very good condition new style
frame with finger grooves, complete with box and spare
magazine. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

310 - AR15 RIFLE
A U.S. Bushmaster AR15 .223 caliber S/auto rifle. 17"
Barrel flutted at the front and flip up front sight. The flat
top receiver fitted with picatiney rail and rear sight, plus
forward assist. Metalwork retains near all its original finish. The hand guard has 4 direction picatiney rails. The
stock is old “A” catagory license draganov style and
fitted with 5 shot magazine. Complete with original
box, manual and sling. Ex.W.O.& C. E.L.R.

310

312

311 - TYPE 56S RIFLE
A Chinese Norinco type 56S AK47 type S/auto rifle. 16"
7.62 x 39 caliber barrel with original sights, bayonet lug
and clearing rod Metalwork retains near all its original
finish. Very good original woodwork, complete with 30
round magazine. Ex.W.O.& C. E.L.R.
312 - L1A1 RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military L1A1 “SLR” S/auto rifle. 25"
Barrel with flash hider & bayonet lug. Receiver marked
Lithgow 1961. Metalwork has thinning paint and original finish. Good original woodwork. G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
313 - AR15 MAGAZINE
An excellent quality 45 round magazine for the .334
AR15/M16 rifle manufactured by H&K in Germany. New
and unissued. Ex.C.
314 - AR15 MAGAZINE
An identical lot. Ex.C.
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original brown finish on the barrels, case colours on the
lock plates & top of the pistols. The trigger guards and
cocks retain near all original blue finish. The chequered
walnut stocks feature silver unmarked initial escutcheon
on the tangs and as well as silver cross pin escutcheon.
The steel ramrod guides are engraved and extend in to
the woodwork with finial design. The woodwork is in
very good condition with some small dings and scratches,
complete with original horn tipped ramrods. The pistols
are contained in their campaign type case. The case features the trade label of Egg who would have retailed these
pistols. The case has been well relined some time past in
a correct olive green baize, the compartments have the
original ivory pull handles. Inside the case is a nice copper and brass flask marked Sykes plus some lead bullets,
ebony and brass cleaning rod and a similar powder measure. We believe this is the first set of double carriage
pistols to be offered for sale in New Zealand on the open
market. A unique opportunity for the discerning collector and investor. Ex.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

315 - AR15/M16 MAGAZINE
A 30 round Magpul Industries black plastic magazine for
the AR15 223 caliber rifle. In original packaging, unused.
Ex.C.
316 - AR15 MAGAZINE
Same as above but olive in colour. Ex.C.
317 - AK47 MAGAZINES
2 30 Round magazines for the AK47/Type 56S 7.62x 39
caliber rifle. Retaining nearly all original finish. V.G.C.
318 - AK BAYONET
A chinese bayonet for K47/Type 56S rifle. Black plastic
handles and sheath. V.G.C.
319 - AK47 MAGAZINE
A scarce 40 round magazine for the AK47/56S 7.62 x 39
assault rifle. Chinese made with all its original finish.
Ex.C.
327
320 - AK 40 ROUND MAGAZINE
A 40 round magazine for the AK47/56S 7.62x39 caliber
rifle, retains most original finish. G.C.

328 - CASED DUELLING PISTOLS
A fine set of rare and desirable duelling pistols by Thomas
Henshall of Birmingham, circa 1790. 9" Octagonal .22
bore barrels with front and rear sights in steel, engraved
bands at the rear of the barrel plus gold touch hole. The
lock plates marked Henshall, the plate is borderline engraved and foliage engraving behind and on the cocks as
well. The frizzens are line engraved as well as having gold
lined pans. The steel furniture is borderline engraved
around the trigger guard with small floral pattern extending from the trigger guard to pineapple shaped finials.
The ramrod guides are also steel. These guns retains most
of their original brown on the barrels and blue on the
metalwork, thinning in areas of use around the trigger
guard and grip. Excellent original walnut stocks with
chequered wrists and silver name escutcheons on the tang
marked with letters. Complete with original ramrods.
Contained in their original green suede lined oak case
with brass carry handle and latches with ivory handles
on the compartments. The case contains: a very nice
copper and brass 3 way flask, bullet mould, bullets, cleaning rod plus jag. This is a unique opportunity for the
serious collector/investor to purchase a very fine set of
duelling pistols. Ex.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

321 - AR15 BIPOD
A Nc Star brand bipod for the AR15/M16 rifle. Ataches
to the picating type forend and includes original box.
V.G.C.
322 - M16 CLEANING KIT & MAGAZINE
A U.S. military green nylon cleaning kit bag containing:
cleaning rod, brush, oil bottle, patch holder and 4 dummy
rounds U.S. marked. Plus a 10 round magazine for the
M16/AR15. V.G.C.
323 - M16 CLEANING KIT & SLING
A brand new U.S. military cleaning kit for the M16/
AR15 .223 caliber rifle. This is the butt stock type. All
new in sealed bag with cloth bag inside plus a sling for
the M4/M16 also new in brown sealed bag. Ex.C.
324 - AK MAGAZINE
A brown plastic 30 round magazine for the AK47/56S
7.62x39 caliber rifle marked with Chinese star. V.G.C.
325 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30 round magazine for the AK47/56S 7.62x54 caliber
rifle, retains most original blue finish. G.C.
326 - AK MAGAZINE
A 30 round magazine for the AK47/56S 7.62X39 caliber
rifle with most original finish and some speckling. G.C.
327 - CASED D/B CARRIAGE PISTOLS
A very rare and excellent pair of cased double carriage
flintlock pistols by famous gun maker Samuel Nock
(nephew of Henry Nock) circa 1800. 5 2/3" .33 Bore
double damascuss browned barrels with silver fore sights.
Maked Samuel Nock London on the rib with sunburst
pattern at the rear extending into the pistol grip wth
engraved pattern including another sunburst on the screw
area. This area has almost all its original case colours, the
case coloured lock plates are marked Samuel Nock on
both sides of each gun. The lock plates are all identically
engraved with foliage around the rear borders & in front
of the half cock safeties as well as a sunburst around the
screws behind the cocks which are also engraved with
foliage pattern. The roller frizens are also plain border
line engraved. The blued steel trigger guards are edge
pattern engraved with stand of flags in the centre extending into an engraved pineapple finial on the underside of the stocks. The metalwork retains mearly all

328

329

329 - D/B WHEEL LOCK PISTOL
An extremely rare and seldom offered for sale anywhere
in the world this museum quality German under & over
double barrel wheel lock pistol. 7 1/2" Aproximately 80
bore steel barrels, the top barrel is octagonal to round
with balluster turns and is hall marked and relief engraved
with floral pattern at the rear. The steel lock plate is also
borderline engraved and folliage pattern in the corners.
Steel half round tiggerg uard with ballister turn and retains a lot of original blue on the inside. The ebony with
ivory inlaid stock is one of the most superb stocks we
have seen and is a true work of art. The ivory inlay is
profusely covering most of the pistol and is of the highest quality. It has scenes of hunters on foot & horse back
firing wheel lock rifles at game as well as hunting dogs
and men with spears. The pistol is adorned with Gothic
motifs and figurines allover. It is dated 1589 AD on the
underside of the gun in the ivory inlay in front of the
trigger. Complete with its original ivory tipped ebony
ramrod plus its original and also rare combination winding tool/screw driver. This pistol was formerly from the
famous Clay P. Bedord collection and is pictured in his
book and also the book “Worlds Greatest 100 Guns”.
This is the first time an item of this rarity and quality has
been offered for sale in New Zealand. Ex.W.O.& C.
N.L.R.
l

330 - WHEEL LOCK PISTOL
A very nice rare wheel lock pistol. The pistol is most
probably German and circa 1500’s. 10" Approximat 54
bore octagonal steel barrel. The barrel and lock plate
retain a lot of overall finish. The wood stock is profusely inlaid in ivory and features a floral and spiral pattern all over as well as a mythical double horseheaded
beast with serpent tongues. The stock is in good
conditionwith a small split near one of the screws.
Complete with original ivory tipped ramrod. Items like
this are seldom offered for sale. G-V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
331 - FLINTL0CK FOWLING PIECE
A very fine high grade and early English sporting/fowling
piece by William Bailes of London circa 1759. 37 1/2"
Octagonal to round smooth bore barrel in 8 bore caliber.
Early London proof marks at the muzzle also marked
Bailes Russel St. Bloomsbury London. Small sunbursts
with balluster turn at the transition to round. The lock
plate is line edged engraved and marked W.Bailes. The
cock and frizzen are also edge engraved. The furniture is
all silver with hall marks under the grip, it is line edge
engraved and has floral and shell pattern on the trigger
guard extending into an acorn shaped finial. The walnut
stock is beautifully silver wire inlaid on the opposite side
of the lock and wrist of the gun with floral motif. The
ramrod guide is also silver as well as the butt plate which
is engraved on the top of the stock also with silver hall
marks. The stock has its original leather cheek piece
which has some cracks but unusualy it has lasted. This
gun is formerly of the Clay P.Bedford collection and has
survived in exceptional original condition retaining a
lot of original brown and blue finish. Ex.C. N.L.R.

330

334

334 - HAWKSLEY FLASK
A rare Hawksley marked powder flask. Copper and brass
with decorative pattern in unused condition. Ex.C.
335 - RUGER #1 RIFLE
A high quality U.S. Ruger #1 falling block S/shot rifle.
23" Heavy barrel in .22-250 caliber marked Ruger etc.
Receiver also marked Ruger etc. Receiver also marked
Ruger #1. The metalwork has nearly all its original blue.
The action is fitted with top of the range mounts and
Leupold VX111 6.5-20 power scope. Good condition
walnut stock with small dings and scratches in parts. Fitted with Harris Bipod. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

337 - COMBINATION GUN
A nice quality German under/over combination gun by
German retailer Kettner of Cologne, manufactured by
Italian Company Bettinsoli. 23" 12 Gauge barrel over a
rifle barrel in 6.5x57R caliber. The barrel has full rib with
swamping in front of the fore sight and around the rear
sight, as well as quick detach mount hole near base. The
action finished in the white with foliage engraving all
over. Plus Deer heads on both sides. Metalwork has near
all its original finish. Very good chequered walnut stock.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

331
344

337
338 - MIROKU SHOTGUN
A high quality Japanese Miroku MK10 12 gauge sporter
shotgun. 28" Invector choke barrels with porting and
low rib. Metalwork finished in the white with grade 3
engraving of foliage and birds. Very good to excellent
chequered walnut woodwork, includes spare chokes. VGEx.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

332

339 - PISTOLSMITHING BOOK
A wealth of knowledge by Nonte Jr. Black & white photos, medium format, hard cover, 550 pages. G.C.

332 - PRINCE’S PATENT RIFLE
A rare and desirable Prince’s Patent breech loading rifle.
30" .577 Caliber barrel with nearly all its original brown
finish. The lock plate marked Prince & Green 138 New
Bond St. London and is border line engraved with thinning original finish. The top of the action marked
Prince’s Patent IAC. The hammer is also borderline
engraved, the steel trigger guard maked serial #189 and is
also line engraved. Very good original walnut chequered
stock with steel butt plate. Formerly from the late Keith
Neal collection and is pictured in the book Game Guns &
Rifles by Hastings. An opportunity to own the first type
of breech loading rifle. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
333 - ALEXANDER HENRY SHOTGUN
A nice 20 guage Alexander Henry take down falling block
20 gauage shotgun. 27 1/4" Barrel which has been bred
out from 500 express which is marked on the barrel as
well as Alex. Henry London. The barrel has dark overall
patina with thin overall blue. The steel action is fully
engraved in floral twists and marked Alex Henry. Very
good original chequered walnut stock. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.
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336 - CUSTOM RIFLE
A New Zealand J.Jongmans custom bolt action sporting
rifle. 21 1/2" Hexagonal barrel without sights in .270
caliber. The receiver is fitted with steel bases & rings,
plus a German Pecar brand Champion Model 4 power
scope which appears to be in V.G.C. Metalwork retains
near all its original blue finish, very good walnut chequered
stock with some small dings and scratches and the butt
pad has deteriorated some. A unique opportunity to
purchase a piece of N.Z. firearms making history.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

340 - GERMAN PISTOL BOOK
German Pistols & Revolvers 1871-1945 by Hogg. Large
format, black & white photos, hard cover, 160 pages.
G.C.

335

338

341 - S&W BOOK
History of Smith & Wesson by Jinks. Medium format,
black & white photos. Ideal for the S&W collector. Hard
cover. 790 pages. G.C.
342 - PISTOL BOOK
Pistols & Revolvers - An illustrated history of hand guns
from the 16th century to 1980. Colour photos, large
format and colour photos. 207 Pages. G.C.

333
336

343 - PATTERN 1822 SWORD
A British military P1822 officers sword. 32" Blade with
traces of original finish, some pitting towards the handle.
William 1V cypher (1830-1837) in the gothic brass hilt.
Good wire bound shagreen grip. G.C.
344 - BRITISH HANGER
A Victorian constabulary sword/hanger. 22 1/2" Blade
with some staining on the edges. Brass single knuckle
bow, shagreen grip without wire. Leather scabbard with
shoe missing otherwise G.C.
345 - PATTERN 1827 SWORD
A British P1827 rifle officers sword. 32" Blade with traces
of original etching, Victorian cypher in the steel guard.
Wire bound shagreen grip. G.C.

345

343

346 - W.W.1. BRITISH SWORD
A W.W.1. British sword with 32 1/2" etched blade with
thin original finish marked with makers name F.W.
Flight etc. The large one piece knuckle bow with King
George cypher and with grey patina and with thin original finish on the inside, wire bound shagreen grip. Good
condition leather bound sheath. G.C.
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354 - CCI BULLET BOARD
Aproximately 110 different rifle and pistol projectiles
on a wooden framed board with Omark Industries CCI,
Speer & RCBS logos with images of the founders of these
companies in the background. Plus fact sheet on the
back- C1975. V.G.C.

347

355 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD
A wooden Hornady circa 1963 bullet board. Woodgrain
background with logo in red & white. 68 Pistol and rifle
projectiles, has cardboard photo frame type stand. Gold
edging has gone rusty. F.C.

347 - CIVIL WAR CUTLASS
A U.S. Civil war revenge cuter cutlass. 25" Slightly curved
blade with twin fullers marked made by Ames MFG Co.
Chicoppee Mass. inside a scroll pattern and dated 1860
on the oter side. The single brass knuckle bow marked
USR. Ex.C. brass wire bound leather grip. VG-Ex.C.
346
348 - WOGDEN DUELLING PISTOL
A flintlock duelling pistol by Wogdon of London. 9"
Steel octagonal barrel in 26 bore/56 caliber with silver
fore sight, flintlock action with Swan neck type cock.
The lock plate marked Wogdon, all steel trigger guard
and butt cap with floral engraving and acorn finial. The
metalwork has traces of original finish and retains most
brown on the barrel. The woodwork forend has been
broken and replaced as well as the ramrod. With further
restoration this gun could be vastly improved. Wogdon
is one of the top makers of duelling pistols. Circa 1785.
N.L.R.

348

349 - FLINTLOCK DRAGOON PISTOL
A good quality English 1796 pattern flintlock Dragoon
pistol by Rogers. 8 1/2" Round steel barrel in .650 caliber
(16 bore) with Birmingham proof marks, the lock plate
has edge line engraving and is marked Rogers. Metalwork
has traces of thin original finish, brass triggerguard and
ramrod guide. V.G.C. original walnut stock, complete with
brass tipped ramrod. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
350 - WEBLEY LONG SPUR REVOLVER
A rare Webley 2nd model long spur 54 bore 6 shot
S/action percussion revolver. 6 3/4" Octagonal barrel
with retailers name (hard to read) Birmingham proofs
underneath and on the cylinder. Scroll engraving on
the frame, triggerguard, and unique long spur hammer
and has the hinged ramrod system. Metalwork has grey
metal patina with some minor pin pricking allover. Very
good condition original chequered woodwork. GV.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

357 - CASED WEBLEY .320 REVOLVER
A cased presentation engraved .320 caliber 6 shot revolver. 2 1/2" Barrel, Birmingham proved, the L/H
frame with retailers name J.Stanton & Co. and finely
scroll engraved overall. Metalwork retains most original
gold gilding with some minor wear. Excellent original
ivory grips. Complete in its original burl walnut blue
baize lined case with brass escutcheon. Containing: steel
cleaning rod & pewter oil bottle. A fine quality revolver,
not marked Webley but believe it is. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

349

350

358 - TRANTER REVOLVER
A British Tranter D/action revolver. 4" Octagonal barrel
marked E.Whistler Strand London. Also marked .320 &
Birmingham proofs. The frame marked Tranters Patent
and is border line engraved. Metalwork has a lot of original finish on the barrel while the frame finish is thinning
to a dark patina and grey on the cyhlinder with Birmingham proofs, and grey on the trigger and hammer. Very
good original chequered one piece grips. V.G.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

352

351 - ADAMS REVOLVER
A Beaumont Adams 120 bore percussion revolver. 4 1/2"
Octagonal barrel with London proofs, frame marked
Adams patent etc. Top strap marked Lieutenant Blackburn
from his friends. Metalwork has dark patina overall with
some original finish. Very good original chequered wooden
grips. G-V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
352 - WEBLEY-BENTLEY REVOLVER
A rare Webley-Bentley open frame percussion revolver.
4 3/4" Octagonal 54 bore barrel, D/action hammerless
system with safety and 5 shot cylinder. The metalwork
has some scroll engraving on the frame and triggerguard,
thumb screw takedown system. Traces of thin original
blue, good crisp action and very good original wooden
chequered grip. N.L.R.

356 - HOLLIS TRANTER REVOLVER
A nice quality cased English Tranter revolver retailed by
Isaac Hollis & Sons Birminghm which is marked on top
of the barrel 5" -38RF cal barrel. The frame marked
Tranters Patent and serial number. The gun retains most
overall original blue which is thinning on the trigger,
hammer and cylinder which has Birmingham proof marks.
Very good original grips with a small chip on L/H side.
Contained in its original green baize lined case with
Hollis trade label and some ammunition, oil bottle,
screw driver and cleaning rod. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

357
358

359

353 - ICI ADVERTISING LIGHT
A back lit advertising sign for IMI .22 ammunition, has
.22LR. ammo pictured with a shooter plus a target, 40cm
wide x 40cm high x 16 cm deep. Presume working has
plug. G.C.
360

359 - TRANTER REVOLVER
A good quality English Tranter .38RF caliber D/action
5 shot revolver, circa 186. 5" Octagonal barrel with
retailers name on the top E.M.Reilly & co. Oxford St.
London. Marked Tranters patent on the frame, Birmingham proof marks on the cylinder. Metalwork has dark
overall patina. Very good one piece chequered walnut
grips. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
360 - WEBLEY RIMFIRE REVOLVER
A Webley type .44RF caliber S/action 5 shot cartridge
revolver. 5 3/4" Hexagonal barrel with triangulated top
edge, also with bead sight and Birmingham proofs. The
metalwork retains most of its original blue which is
still bright, thinning on R/H side of the frame and top
strap. The tiggerguard and steel butt cap have dark brown
patina. Excellent original chequered grips. Ex.W.O.& C.
C.L.R.

* Esimates - Although we don’t print estimate prices
we will be happy to provide them to you. Please
contact Greg on (09) 579 -3771

361 - GILON COLT NAVY
An unusual and scarce cased Gilon (Belgium) made Colt
.36 caliber percussion Navy model pistol. These guns
were made under license from Colt which differs from
Brevet’s which were not made under license. The 7"
octagonal barrel marked Colts Patent on the top. The
cylinder scene instead of being naval is soldiers horse
and cannons. Scene is fading but still present, marked
Gilon with Belgium proof also Colts Patent. The barrel
retains most overall original finish with some slight pin
prick marks. The frame and ramrod with dark grey patina, matching numbers, brass trigger guard and back strap.
Very good original grips. The gun has been re-cased in an
English style case with red baize lining and contains: 1
twin cavity mould, rod, caps, oil bottle, bullets and a
Dixon copper and brass flask. V.G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.

361

369 - COLT DERRINGER
A Colt No.3 S/shot Derringer. 2 1/4" Barrel in .41 caliber, marked Colt on top and has thinning original blue
finish. The frame has traces of the original gold coloured
German silver plating. Very good original wood grips.
G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

362

370 - PATTERN 39 SHORT MUSKET
A British military Yeomanry short pattern 39 ,750
caliber percussion musket. 33" Barrel with rear sight and
London proof marks. The lock marked John Wiggan
No.24. The metalwork has dark original patina. Excellent original woodwork marked 24 also. All brass furniture, complete with original swivels and ramrod and has
the Lovell bayonet catch. Action is slightly at fault
otherwise V.G.C. N.L.R.

362 - DAWS PATENT REVOLVER
A scarce Daws Pat percussion revolver. 4” Octagonal
barrel with open top frame and 5 shot cylinder marked
A.Henry Edinborough on the top as they would have
retailed the gun. London proof marks on the barrel and
cylinder. The frame marked Patent #105, borderline and
foliage engraved in parts. Metalwork has thinning original blue all over. Very good original one piece grip with
engraved butt cap. Contained in its original mahogany
case with replacement trade label. G.W.O.& C. N.L.R.
363 - CASED BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER
A D/action 5 shot percussion Beaumont Adams revolver.
6" 54 Bore octagonal barrel marked Robert Adams 76
King William Street City EC. The barrel and cylinder are
London proved. The frame marked Adams Patent and
the unusual serial number 100,001.C. Perhaps this is a
very early Adams. Contained in its mahogany relined
case with mould, rod, bullets, screwdrives, caps, Hawksley
flask and oil bottle. The gun has grey metal patina overall with some minor pitting and bruising. G.W.O.& C.
N.L.R.
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368 - WOODWARDS PATENT DERRINGER
A scarce Webley Woodwards patent .30RF caliber 2 shot
Derringer. 2 1/4" Barrels with Birmingham proof marks.
Frame marked Woodwards Reg. Feb 4 1863 and serial
number. The barrels and hammer have grey patina while
the frame has thin original blue. Very good original
chequerd wooden grips. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

363

366

372 - REMINGTON LEE RIFLE
A N.Z. military issue Remington Lee .43 Spanish caliber
bolt action rifle. 25" Barrel with original sights, receiver
marked N.Z. and dated 1887. The butt tang with the
letter S. The metalwork has mainly grey patina, good
woodwork that looks original but has been skilfully added
under the first barrel band and is hard to detect. A nice
example. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

373
369

364 - REMINGTON BOOKS
Remington Handguns by Kaar, hard cover. Remington
Historical Treasury Of American Guns by Peterson, soft
cover. Black & white photos, both small format. G.C.

368

365 - PERCUSSION FIREARMS BOOK
Early Percussion Firearms by Winant, small format, black
& white photos Hard cover, 190 pages. G.C.
366 - SHARPS DERRINGER
A U.S. Sharps patent 4 barrel 22RF Derringer. 2 1/2"
Barrels with original blue, the brass frame marked Sharps
patent 1859 & with Philadelphia address and with original age patina. Scroll relief gutta percha grips without
chips. Contained in its original V.G. hand tooled holster
with age patina. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

371 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
A British military 577/450 caliber Martini action S/shot
rifle. 32" Barrel with original sights, the action marked
Enfield etc. and fitted with long lever. Metalwork has
most overall finish. Very good original wood stock with
Indian Regiment markings, complete with sling.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

373 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN CARBINE
A Swiss military Model 1911 7.5x55 caliber straight pull
military rifle. 24" Barrel with original sights, muzzle
protector and bayonet lug. Receiver Swiss marked,the
metalwork with most original finish. Very good condition original woodwork, complete with sling. G.W.O.&
C. A.L.R.

371
374 - SCHMIDT RUEBEN RIFLE
A Swiss military Model 1886 7.5x53.5 caliber straight
pull rifle. 30" Barrel with original sights & bayonet lug.
Metalwork is Swiss marked and has mild pitting on the
receiver and traces of original finish. Very good original
woodwork with sling. G..WO.& C. A.L.R.
374

367 - SPUR TRIGGER TRANTER
A nice quality un-nmed English .320 rimfire caliber
Tranter spur/sheath trigger 5 shot revolver. 2 3/4"
Octgonal barrel with silver bead sights and Birmingham
proved. The frame is silver plated with folliage engraving allover, as is the back strap and butt cap. The plating
is in excellent condition just thinning slightly on the
edges. Very good original chequered wooden grips.
V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

375 - VERNDALL PATENT RIFLE
A Germanic capping breech loading rifle. 33" Aproximate
.650 caliber barrel with original sights, the receiver
marked Zellinger. The action has been de-activated and
the main spring is not working. Retains most overall
original finish. These rifles were used in the French/
German war of Sariland. F.C. A.L.R.
376 - VERNDALL BAYONET
A socket bayonet for the previous rifle. Cruciform shape,
19" blade with thinning original blue. G.C.
375

377 - ASSAULT RIFLE BOOK
Assault Rifle -The Development of the Modern Military
Rifle & its Ammunition by Williams. Medium format,
black and white photos, hard cover, 224 pages. New
Unused. Ex.C.
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390 - BRITISH 1911 PISTOL
A rare W.W.2. British military Colt 1911 S/auto pistol.
5" Barrel in .455 calibre, the L/H slide marked Colt with
Hartford address and patent date.R/H side marked Colt
Automatic Calibre and the frame marked Government
Model and correct W prefix in front of the serial # number. Metalwork has most original finish, thinning on the
leading edges. Original wood grips which show wear but in
good condition. Complete with correct magazine. A very
hard to find Colt, in demand with both Colt and British
military collectors. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

390

378 - GERMAN SOLDIER BOOK
German Soldiers of W.W.2. by De Lagarde. The evolution of the uniforms worn by Infantrymen, Air Crew,
Paratroopers & Tankmen. Graphically illustrated in full
colour detail. Large format, 136 pages, new & unused.
Ex.C.
391

379 - TAURUS 357 REVOLVER
A stainless steel good quality Taurus version of the S&W
M686. .357 Magnum caliber D/action revolver. 6"
Barrel with full underlug, metalwork is in very good
condition with a few scratches. Very good original grips.
V.G.W.O.& C. B/CLR.
380 - ROSSI REVOLVER
A Brazilian Rossi double action stainless target revolver.
6" .32 S&W long caliber barrel with ventilated rib & full
underlug with barrel weights. Stainless steel metalwork in
very good condition, 6 shot cylinder, very good condition original grips. V.G.W.W.& C. B/C.L.R.

380

381 - WALTHER TARGET PISTOL
A German Walther GSP .22 short caliber S/auto target
pistol. 4 1/2" Barrel with adustable sights. Metalwork has
most thinning original blue finish. Good condition wood
target grips. G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

392

382 - DRULOV TARGET PISTOL
A Czech S/shot Drulov Model 70 target pistol. 9" Heavy
barrel with adjustabe sights. Metalwork has nearly all its
original finish. Target set trigger model, R/H target grip.
Ideal to teach pistol shooting. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
383 - DRULOV TARGET PISTOL
A similar lot to the previous but comes with right and
left hand target grips. V.GW.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
384 - PRACTICE DUELLING PISTOL
An unusual most likely Belgium or French practice duelling pistol. 11" Octagonal barrel in .44 Russian caliber,
break open action. The metalwork has thinning original
finish. Very good condition chequered original grips.
Duelling schools were in operaion until the 1920’s where
they used these type of pistols to practice with wax
bullets and leather suits. G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

392 - FOSBERY REVOLVER
A very desirable and rare Webley Fosbery Model of
1902 automatic revolver. 7 1/2" .455 caliber barrel
marked P.Webley & Son London and Birmingham, plus
Birmingham proof mark. The top strap marked Webley
Fosbery Automatic and below the cylinder marked with
W&S logo plus 455 Cordite only. Metalwork retains
nearly all its original blue finish, thinning slightly on the
leading edges. V.G. original wooden grips. VG-Ex.W.O.&
C. C.L.R.
393 - 1911 A1 PISTOL
A U.S. military Remington Rand 1911A1 pistol. 5" Barrel
in .45ACP caliber. The slide marked Remington Rand
Inc Syracuse, NY U.S.A. The frame marked United States
Property M1911A1 U.S. Army. The metalwork retains
most original finish but has staining and slight pitting on
the front 2 1/2" of the right hand side of the slide. Excellent original brown bakerlite type grips. G-V.G.W.O.& C.
B/C.L.R.

393

394 - ARGENTINIAN CONTRACT 1911 PISTOL
A rare Colt made 1911 pistol for the Argentginian Government. 5" .45 ACP barrel, slide marked Colt with Hartford adress on one side. The other marked Ejercito
Argentino Colt Cal 45 Mod 1927 Metalwork has thinning original blue finish with some pitting near the ejection port. The original wood grips are worn but complete. A hard to find 1911 pistol. G.W.O.& C. B/C.R.

394

385 - STERLING MAGAZINES
2 34 Round magazines for the British military Sterling
9mm sub machine gun. Quite a bit of loss of finish with
some speckling and overall brown patina, otherwise G.C.

395 - 1911 BARREL
A 45 ACP barrel for the U.S. military Colt 1911/A1
pistol. G.C.

386 - STERLING CATALOGUE
A spare parts catalogue for Dagenham company Sterling.
Shows all parts for the L2A3 sub machine gun. Ex.C.

379
396 - 1911 BARREL
A similar lot. G.C.

387 - STERLING SIGHT TOOL
A British military front sight adjusting tool for the
Sterling 9mm sub machinegun. Marked DMM & dated
1967. Parkerised finish. Ex.C.
388 - STEN GUN ACCESSORIES
32 Round magazine and loading tool with brass latch, and
excellent condition. Broad Arrow marked sling. V.G.C.
.
389 - LANCHESTER MAGAZINE
A W.W.2. British military 50 round 9mm magazine for
the Lanchester 9mm SMG, also fits the Sten gun. G.C.

391 - U.S.& S. 1911A1 PISTOL
A rare U.S. military W.W.2. Union Ship & Signal Company 1911 A1 S/auto pistol. 5" .45 ACP caliber S/auto
pistol. 5" .45 ACP caliber barrel, the slide with original
sights, L/S side of the frame markd United States Property US & S Co.Swissvale, Pa. U.S.A. plus logo R/H side
of the frame marked United States Property M1911 A1
U.S. Army. The metalwork has most overall parkerised
finish, Very good condition original bakerlite brown
grips. These are a very rare 1911 A1 with a production
run of only 60,000. Hard to find a better example. N.B.
This is not a Chinese copy. V.G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

397 - COLT PISTOL BOOK
Colt Automatic Pistols by Bady. A hard to find refernce
book for all Colt pistols. Medium format, black & white
photos. Hard cover, now out of print. V.G.C.

382

398 - COLT FIREARMS BOOK
Colt Fireaarms 1836-1960 by Serven, Excellent reference work, black and white photos, large format hard
cover, no dust jacket, 395 pages. Ex.C.
384
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412 - MARLIN RIFLE
A 336CS model lever action rifle. 19 1/2" 30/30 Caliber
barrel with full length tube. With 4 power scope. Metalwork has very thin original blue with grey/black patina.
Good original pistol grip stock. F-G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

399 - SLR RIFLE
A British military L1A1 rifle .308 caliber 24" barrel with
flash hider, missing pin, no rear sight scope rail welded to
dust cover. Thin original finish, 20 round magazine, synthetic forend and thumb hole stock. F.C. E.L.R.
400 - SKS RIFLE
A Chinese SKS 7.62x39 caliber S/auto rifle. 19" Barrel
without foresight & rear sight removed as well. Receiver
fitted with B Square and Mount with scope. Druganov
style synthetic stock. G.W.O.& C. E.L.R.

418

414 - WINCHESTER SHOTGUN
A 12 gauge Super X model shotgun. 27" Full choke 2 3/4"
chamber barrell metalwork with most original blue, woodwork has some scratches & missing varnish. G.W.O.& C.

401 - L1A1 MAGS ETC.
2 X 20 Round mags for the .308 rifle, & mag loader. G.C.
402 - L1A1 STOCK ETC.
A rear synthetic stock and khaki web sling and cleaning
kit for the “SLR”. G.C.

415 - SILENCER
An N.Z. Percy Engineering brand .30 caliber supressor.
Black matte finish, 25cm overall length. V.G.C.

403 - SLR ACCESSORIES
An unusual late pattern dark green sling, plus a steel sight
protector and a pull thru for the British military L1A1
“SLR” rifle in unissued Ex.C.
404 - BULLET PROOF VEST
A brand new U.S. Military bullet proof vest. Interceptor
Model by Point Blank Body Armour. Woodland camo
pattern with balistic plates, dated 2002. As new. Ex.C.
405 - G3 MAGAZINE
A steel 20 round magazine for the German H&K G3 7.62
caliber rifle. Retains about half original finish, some shallow pitting in parts. The damage appears to be thru poor
storage. G.C.

413 - BROWNING SHOTGUN
An auto 5 12 gauge S/auto shotgun. 28" Barrel with some
rust spots otherwise a lot of original blue all over. Good
original stock. F-G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

416 - SPOTTING SCOPE
Blazer Optics spotting scope, 15-45 magnification x 5mm objective. With bag, bipod & original box. G.C.

400

417 - JAPANESSE WAKIZASHI
A rare Shinto period circa 1600-1700 Japanese Wakisashi
companion sword. The blade is 15 1/2" in length and is in
full polish and in excellent condition with only a couple
of very small pin prick marks. The hamon (temper line)
is nice and visible. Allthough the blade is unsigned it is
Ikkanshi Tadasona School. The tsuba is relief engraved
with a dog lying down beside water with flowers, some of
which are gold. The Fuchi features 2 Samuri fighting in
gold. The rayskin handle has decorative gold and copper
Menuhi under the cloth wrap. The Kashira at the end of
the grip features Samurai on horse back in gold and copper. Excellent condition high gloss black lacquer scabbard
(saya). This is the first sword of its kind we have offered
for sale and is a true top investment piece. Ex.C.

411

407

406 - G.3. MAGAZINE
A similar lot. G.C.
407 - S&W M625 REVOLVER
A U.S. Smith & Wesson Model 625 D/action stainless
steel 6 shot revolver. 5" .45 ACP caliber barrel with
adjustable sights. Metalwork is in very good conditiion
with only a couple of slight marks. Fitted with Pachmayr
grips. Includes original box. VG-Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

418 - W.W.2. JAPANESE SWORD
A W.W.2. NCO Japanes Army sword. 27" Tanto blade
with dark patina and Japanese characters. Brass
knucklebow grip. Green painted metal sheath. G.C.

417

409

408 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
A U.S. military W.W.2. 38 S&W caliber Victory D/action
revolver. 4 3/4” Barrel with original sights. Metalwork
has near all its original parkerised finish. Very good condition original grips. VG-Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

419 - CHINESE SWORD CANE
A circa 1880’s sword cane from China with French made
blade. 25" blade marked Souzy-Paris, cruciform shape
with aged patina. Dragons head handle with gilt. Brass
sheath with copper wash & with Chinese characters. V.G.C
419

409 - ENFIELD REVOLVER
A British military Enfield No.2 MK1 .380 caliber revolver. 5" Barrel, military marked, metalwork retains
near all its original finish. Excellent original hard rubber
black grips. Ex.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
410 - MARLIN 1893 RIFLE
A U.S. Marlin M1893 .32SP caliber L/action rifle. 30
1/2" Round barrel with full length magazine tube marked
Marlin with address on top, “Special smokeless steel” on
side. The top of the receiver marked Marlin Safety. The
metalwork hs been well reblued and has near all finish.
Very good condition original walnut stock. Hard to find
in this barrel length. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
411 - HENRY BIG BOY RIFLE
A nice quality U.S. brass framed Henry Big Boy L/action
rifle. 19" .45 Colt barrel with full length tube & original
sights. Metalwork has near all its original deep blue.
Exellent original woodwork, in as new unused condition.
Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

420 - BATTLE OF ALMA PRINT
A framed and glazed coloured print of The Battle of
Alma during the Crimean war. Showing the thin red line
depicting the Highland Regiment & Russian Cavalry.
31"x19". V.G.C.

408

410

421

421 - SS K98 RIFLE
A W.W.2. Nazi German K98 8mm caliber bolt action
Mauser rifle. 24 1/2" Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The ring marked BNZ & BELOW with a single
rune & dated 1943. This signafies that the gun was made
by Steyr using concentration camp labour under the supervision of the SS. Also Nazi marked on the barrel and
receiver. This gun is a Russian capture with crossed rifle
marking and has been Russian refinished. Bolt and magazine well have been renumbered with electric pencil to
match the gun. Very good condition correct laminated
wood stock. A hard to find and very collectable Nazi
98K. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

422 - CZECH MAUSER RIFLE
A Czech Model V16/33 7.92mm caliber Mauser military
bolt action rifle. 20" Barrel with original adjustable sights
and bayonet lug underneath. The ring of the action
marked with Portugese crest and marked E 35 for 1835
manufacture. The action also marked CZ etc. and VVZ33.
Fitted with correct lightend turned down bolt handle.
Metalwork has most original blue finish. Very good original wood stock, complete with sling swivels. V.G.W.O.&
C. A.L.R.

422
434
435

435 - NAGANT M44 CARBINE
A Russian W.SW.2. 7X54R M44 carbine. 21" Barrel with
bayonet and original sights. Arsenal marked, dated 44.
Retains most overall finish, very good stock and complete with cleaning kit, sling and pouch. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

423 - K98 SLING
An original W.W.2. German K98 leather sling. Traces of
original finish on the metal parts. Nazi marked. V.GEx.C.

436 - PPS43 MAGAZINES
An original sand coloured canvas pouch for the W.W.2.
Russian PPS 43 7.62T caliber sub machinegun . The pouch
contains 3 curved 35 round stick magazines. The magazines have nearly all their overall arsenal refinish. V.G.C.

424 - SS BOOK
TOTENKOPF by Trang - covers the complete development and history of this infamous Nazi SS division in
great detail. Hundreds of B&W photos, many never seen
before. An excellent book for the W.W.2. historian. Large
format, hard cover, 480 pages, new and unused. Ex.C.

437 - PPSH MAGAZINE
A 71 round drum magazine for the Russian W.W.2. 7.62
Tokarev caliber PPSH sub machinegun. Metalwork has
most refinish, includes green canvas bag. A bit dirty. V.G.C.

432

425 - GERMAN ARMY BOOKS
Die Wehrmacht Vol.1 & 2. This excellent set covers the
firearms, heavy guns, tanks etc, uniforms, mines and
much more. These are detailed in photos showing their
use, plus illustrattions. An impressive set of books and a
must for the German collector. Large format, as new.
Ex.C.

438 - GERMAN NIGHT VISION SCOPE
A German military night vision scope with quick release
mount to fit the H&K G3 rifle. Manufactured by Zeiss. 4
Power magnification, has original manufacturers serial
number and info sticker with mode Fero -251. In its
original sage green coloured metal carry case. V.G.C.

433

426 - THOMPSON BARREL
For the 1928 A1 .45 ACP caliber sub machinegun. Fluted
& fitted with the cutts compensaator. Retains most overall
original finish. V.G.C.
439

427 - M1A1 BARREL
A barrel for a U.S. militay W.W.2. Thompson M1A1
.45ACP sub machinegun barrel. Retains most overall original finish, shows little use. V.G.W.O.& C.
428 - W.W.2. THOMPSON MAGAZINE
A scarce original U.S. issue W.W.2. period 50 round drum
magazine for the 1928 Thompson SMG. This is unissued
with original grease inside, some pitting on the edges and
loss of finish through storage. G.C.

438

430 - THOMPSON STICK MAGAZINE
A 30 round magazine for the U.S. military .45 cal 1928
or M1A1 Thompson marked Seymour products. Retains
most original blue finish. V.G-Ex.C.

432 - P38 PISTOL
A late W.W.2. Nazi German Walther P38 pistol. 5" 9mm
Caliber barrel, slide marked P38 cyg (spreewerke). Metalwork with most overall finish, some pin prick marks.
Late model aluminium black painted grips. Post war magazine. G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.
433 - NORINCO PISTOL
A Chinese Norinco Tokarev type pistol. 4 1/4" barrel
slide marked Model 213. Metalwork has most overall
finish. Good original plastic grips. G.W.O.& C. B/C.L.R.

440

441

439 - SWEDISH SMG
A rare Swedish Carl Gustav M45 9mm sub machine gun. 8
1/2: Barrel with ventilated guard and original sights. Retains most overall green paint finish. Very good original
wood grips with steel folding stock. A hard to find SMG.
As used by the Vietnamese natiionals during the Vietnam
war. C.L.R.
440 - MG34 MACHINE GUN
A Nazi German MG34 8mm machine gun. 26" Barrel
with ventilated guard and original sights. The receiver
marked dot (Brunn Czechoslavakia) dated 1942. Faint
Nazi mark at the rear of the receiver. Metalwork has
been refinished but has most overall finish. Very good
condition stock and pistol grip. Complete with bipod. A
good example. V.G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.

429 - THOMPSON MANUAL
A U.S. W.W.2. dated 1942 original manual for the Thompson M1 sub machine gun. G.C.

431 - THOMPSON SLING
A khaki canvas sling for the U.S. military Thompson
1928 A1 or M1A1 U.S. marked. Some rust on the metal
parts & slight staining on the webbing otherwise G.C.
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434 - NAGANT M36 CARBINE
A Russian W.W.2. M36 Nagant carbine. 21" 7x54R Caliber barrel without bayonet. Russian arsenal marked, dated
44 and retains most overall finish. Very good stock, complete with cleanng kit, sling and pouch. V.G.W.O.& C.
A.L.R.

441 - FRENCH MG
A French Model 1924 M29 Chatelleraut 7.5mm light
machine gun. The receiver marked Mle 1924 M29. 23"
Barrel with flash hider and bipod. Metalwork has •thinning paint finish and fitted with top mounted magazine.
Good original wood stock. G.W.O.& C. C.L.R.
442 - L1A1 RIFLE
A British/N.Z. military L1A1 “SLR” rifle. 25" Barrel
with no flash hider, the metalwork has very thin original
finish. Dust cover modified with sight blocks. Wooden
furniture. F-G.C. E.L.R.
443 - MG34 BARREL
A spare 8mm caliber barrel for the W.W.2. MG34. Retains nealy all its original finish, code marked dot. Waffen
ampd on barrel and chamber. dated 43 also marked Byp.
Contained in its metal carry case with webbing strap,
Nazi marked dated 1943 BHM code make. VG-Ex.C.

444 - MG34 MAGAZINES
2 50 Round drums for the W.W.2. Nazi German MG34/
42 MG, retaining near all original black finish, code
marked hqu & dated 43. Contained in their green metal
carrier with nearly all finish and code marked bpr 1943.
Also included is 2 50 round links and a starter. VG-Ex.C.

455

444

456 - NAZI BADGES
A genuine Nazi party members badge. Enamel finish,
slightly deteriating. Plus an Atlantic wall badge. V.G.C.

445 - MG334 MAINTENANCE KIT
A brown leather bag for the German W.W.2. MG34 sub
machinegun. Bag is in good condition and Nazi marked
on the back and contains: anti aircraft sight, barrel mit,
spanner, oil bottle, belt starter and belt tool. V.G.C.

445
457 - NAZI POST CARDS
An album containing 9 post cards, 14 photos of soldiers,
plus 6 nazi stamps. G.C.

446 - MG34 BELT LINKER
A scarce belt link machine for the W.W.2. German MG34
8mm machine gun. Most overall black paint finish and
with original green ammo tin style case. V.G.C.

458 - AFRICA CORPS BELT
A W.W.2. Nazi German Africa corps green webbing belt
& bayonet frog. Green painted buckle with Nazi eagle &
swash stika inscribed Gott Mituns. V.G.C.

447 - SUSTAINED FIRE KIT
A German W.W.2. MG34 sustained fire kit. Marked with
makers name which is faint, then Berlin 1938 on the
wood section. All complete. G.C.

459 - MAXIM BELT LOADER
A machine gunbelt loader for the Russian 7x54R Maxim
M.G. or PKM. VG-Ex.C.

448 - MG34 LINK ETC.
2 Sets of link for the W.W.2. German MG34/42 machine
gun. Each set will hold 50 rounds of ammo, plus a starter
tub. In new Ex.C.

460 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
A Swedish Model 96 6.5x55 caliber bolt action military
rifle. 30" Barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. The
front ring of the action marked Waffenfabrik Mauser
Obendorf 1900. Metalwork has nearly all its original
finish, visible numbers are matching. Excellent original
wood stock, missing the brass disc but includes original
cleaning rod. Ex.W.O.& C. A .L.R.

449 - MG 34 BARREL CASE
A metal carry case for the German MG34 machine gun
finished in matte black. Nazi marked on the end, code
marked bhm dated 54. Green webbing strap. V.G.C.
450 - SS TYPEWRITER
A scarce and sought after Nazi German SS typewriter in
its original wooden carry case. Olympia brand. The numeral 5 also types the SS double rune. Grey original enamel
finish, grey painted carry case An interesting and unusual
lot for the German collector. V.G.W.O.& C.

461 - NAGANT RIFLE
A Russian M44 7x54R caliber Nagant rifle. 30" Barrel
with bayonet. Metalwork has most overall finish. Very
good condition stock with sling. VG-Ex.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

452
462

462 - CUTTAWAY 303 RIFLE
Of a 303 Lee Enfield No.111 rifle. V.G.C. A.L.R.

451 - GERMAN FLARE PISTOL
W.W.2. Nazi German Luftwaffe double barrel flare pistol. Aluminium construction with black paint finish, date
43 fzs for Krieghoff make. Luftwaffe eagle stamp. The
selector for the 2 barrels is at fault, otherwise G.C. N.L.R.
452 - GRANT SHOTGUN
A very nice quality cased side lock double barrel shotgun
by Stephen Grant & Sons of London. 30" Damascus barrels marked with makers name and London address, retains allover brown finish. The action is marked S.Grant
and border line engraved as well as foliage pattern all
over including the steel trigger guard and lever, as well as
the hammers. Traces of original finish on the inside of
the trigger guard. Excellent condition original walnut
woodword contained in its relined leather case with accessories. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R

463 - HENRY 22 RIFLE
A U.S. Henry .22LR caliber lever action rifle. 17 1/2"
Barrel with full length magazine, metalwork has most
overall original finish, thinning on the receiver. Very
good original woodwork. G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
461

450

464 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
A scarce 30 round magazine for the U.S. Ruger Mini 14
.223 caliber rifle. Brand new, blued steel construction by
Pro Mag. In the original wrapper. Ex.C.
465 - L4A1 MGA
A 20 round magazine for the 308 caliber Bren gun. V.G.C.

453

466 - VICKERS BARREL
For the Vickers .303 machine gun. 28" overall. G.C.

454
463

467 - KENTUCKY RIFLE
Reproduction aprox. 50 caliber black powder percussion
S/shot rifle. 35" Blued octagonal barrel with most overall
finish, case colour hardened action. Very good original
stock with patch door & ramrod. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

453 - BENBOW SHOTGUN
A nice quality J.G.Benbow 12 guage side by side shotgun.
32" Damascus barrels marked J.G.Benbow Owestry with
traces of original brown finish. Action is profusely border
line and foliage engraved all over including trigger guard
Good original walnut stock with some minor scratches.
V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
454 - MOSSBERG SHOTGUN
500 Model, pump action. 28" Barrel with inter-changeable choke. 3" Chamber. scope mount fitted to the rib.
Metalwork has nearly all its blue finish. Very good condition wood stock. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R

PAGE 24
455 - 22 RIFLE
A German Wischo brand .22 caliber bolt action rifle. 22" Barrel, open sights, set trigger. Fitted with 4 power scope. Retains nearly all its original blue, very good original wood stock
with sling. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.

460

468 - ROLLING BLOCK SHOTGUN
A Swedish R/Block 20 guage shotgun. 29" Barrel, receiver marked H for Husquvarna. Retains most overall
blue. V.G. original woodwork. V.G.W.O.& C. A.L.R.
469 - SKS RIFLE
Chinese 7x39 cal semi auto rifle.20” barrel with original sights.
Metal work with most original finish. 7 shot magazine.
V.G.W.O&C. A.L.R
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We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card
details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 537-1629 or post to Carvell’s Auctions P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
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Date:

10/5/2009, 7:21 PM

NOTES
WE WILL HAVE AN ARMS OFFICER IN ATTENDANCE FOR YOU CONVENIENCE
WE WILL ALSO HAVE EFTPOS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. WE ACCEPT VISA AND MASTER
CARD, A 3% SURCHARGE WILL APPLY FOR CREDIT CARDS. SORRY WE DO NOT ACCEPT
AMERICAN EXPRESS
POSTAL BIDDERS:
WE GUARANTEE TO GET YOUR LOTS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE HAVING REGARD TO
THE NEXT HIGHEST POSTAL BID, BIDDING OF THE FLOOR & ANY RESERVES. SEND YOUR
BIDS EARLY, IF TWO BIDS ARE THE SAME THE FIRST BID TAKES PREFERENCE
BUYERS PREMIUM:
10% BUYERS PREMIUM ON THE HAMMER PRICE APPLIES PLUS G.S.T ON THE PREMIUM
POSTAL REQUIREMENT ARMS ACT 1993
ALL FIREARMS-RIFLES,SHOTGUNS & AMMO REQUIRE AN ACCOMPANYING STATEMENT
FROM A POLICE OFFICER VALIDATING YOUR LINCENSE. PISTOLS, RESTRICTED WEAPONS &
MILITARY STYLE SEMI AUTOMATICS (MSSA) REQUIRE A PERMIT TO PROCURE BEFORE
DELIVERY.
POSTAL BUYERS:
FAX OR POST YOUR BIDDING FORMS TO THE NUMBER OR ADDRESS BELOW.
PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE. DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET YOUR
PERMITS. DELAYS HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS
EX.W.O.&C
Excellent working order and condition
V.G.W.O.&C
Very good working order and condition
G.W.O.&C
Good working order and condition
F.C
Fair condition
P.C
Poor condition

LICENSEABBREVIATIONS
A.L.R
Standard firearms licesne
B.L.R
Pistol shooters license
C.L.R
Collectors license
E.L.R
Military style semi auto license
N.L.R
No license required
White Tickets on firearms mean standard license required
Red Tickets on firearms mean endorsed license required
Green Tickets on firearms mean no license required

CONTACT DETAILS:

Telephone
(ah) Telephone
Fax
Mobile
Email
Postal
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649 579-3771
649 534-6003
649 537-1629
649 027 2683508
greg@guns.co.nz
11 Page Point
Howick
Auckland
NZ
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CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 10% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the buyers premium only.
Vendors will be charged 10% selling commission, plus 1% Insurance & G.S.T. on these charges only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act as agent: they have full
discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: neither
they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect
in it, & make no warrant whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all
such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to satisfy himself on
any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or the
Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4.

No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid shall be retracted.

5.

All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.

6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. In
default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but
they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior
notice being given to the defaulter.
8.

Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.

9. Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to request identification
in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e. Bank Card/Visa will be accepted, however a 3%
service charge will apply.
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru attempts to fire any
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11.
POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve.
All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1500 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.
12.
POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, DO NOT WAIT UNTIL YOU GET
YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.
13.

FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details

14.
We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not accepable. Recovery of debts will be
strongly persued through legal channels
15.

If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.
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